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Power Can Be Beautiful

13MXCligitai

Sure, it's the best looking broadcast console you've ever

seen. But, beneath the sleek, elegant exterior beats the heart

of a true warrior!

Pacific

BMXdigital has

everything you need to win

the digital revolution. Whether it's the

number of output buses, mix -minuses, off-line mixes,

stereo sends, direct IFB's, monitor inputs and outputs, inter-

communication paths or logic interface, BMXdigital offers more.

Incredible Flexibility including all input modules

accommodate analog and digital signals without reconfiguring,

swapping, or even removal from the mainframe.

Amazing Adaptability with easy storage, recall and

reconfiguration of set-ups for various day parts, and built in

connectivity to routing switchm, digital storage systems

and other networked sources.

Low Cost of Ownership by

design, Pacific BMXdigital's true

cost of installation, operation

and maintenance is markedly

lower than other consoles.

Legendary BMX Reliability

is what you expect in a Pacific

BMX from Harris. The table

pounding of your resident shock jock won't faze this

Pacific BMXdigital.

Beauty that's a lot more

than skin deep.

Circle (104) on Free Info Card or
go to www.beradlo.00m.

www.broadcast.harris.com

beauty.
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For 
multi -station, 

wide 
bandwidth, 

high power 
antenna 
systems, 

the choice 
is Dielectric. 

ielectric has the most complele 
broadband product line including side 

mount and top mount arrays, 7ransmission 
ine, combining systems, and monitoring 

systems. We also offer custom encineered 
lowers, installation, and rigging services. Add over 800 years of combined 

engineering experience on staff and you know that a partnership with Dielectric is the choice to make. 

See us at NAB Booth # R2343 

Engineering Exc9Ilence Since 1942 

C rcle (105) on Free Info Card or go to %.Avvr.bersao.com. Call your TEAM today! Toll free 1 -866 -DIELECTRIC wvw iielectric.com Raymond, Maine 0L071 



WWW.beradio.com
Your online source
for current radio broadcast news

JobZone Research 3, Tools

M Neat fellrekg, Istrola.
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Currents Online
Radio News updated
da'ly, including a daili
webcast
Weekly E-mail

Receive th3 headlines
by e-mail

Engineer's Notebool.
Tips, tricks and hints
Cemo Room

Online equipment
demonstrations

Stolen Equipment
List it here to find it
faster

Subscribe to BE Radio Daily Headlines
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SAS Chosen by Radio Marti
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WSDG Builds Cramer's RealMoney
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Logitek Expands Sales/Support Staff
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Dataworld Purchased by Skywaves
Klotz Expands American Operations
Netia and Hardata in Partnership

November in
BE Radio:
Keeping
Digital Clean

We've changed light
bulbs so you don't have to.

www.oblightirg.com

LED Based Dual High
Intensity system

oncluding LEDGuard
L 864 LED Based Beacor.

By using LED technology Honeywell has
created a system that will change the way
people see obstruction lighting. It's the only
LED system that has been approved by the
FAA, it uses 90% less energy than compara-
ble incandescent systems, and is guaranteed
to last for at least 5 years. So you save time

and money. Isn't it time you changed your obstruction light bulbs'
For more information, call 1-805-581-5591.

THE UNLIMITED PARTNERSHIP

O

-J
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If the migration to digital is in your future_ then this
is the route to take. Introducing the larg size, big
per'ormance analog router that also speaks flient
dig -tal. the SAS64000 Audio Routing Sys em.

The SAS64000 is a true hybrid that allows ,ou
to scale the number of analog and digital r arts
as needed, now and in the future. Best of a
the SAS64000 creates a path to AES/EBU
digita audio without creating
analo g obsolescence.

This means you can
mix your analog and digital
I/O in the same router frame.
Go di .ect analog to analog,
or digital to digital. Mix it up
with automatic 24 -bit con-
version analog to digital
and vice versa.

Either way, this
uniqt. e architecture
sport; uninterrupted
signal integrity and
non -blocking flexibility.

S A S 6 4 0 0 0 AUDIO

U

Dig tal or analog inputs
anc outputs

PC or automation control

 +2E dBu max. input output levels

Superb broadcast -quality
performance

Automatic 24 -bit analog to
digital conversion

it, ..at: tta tali'

T G

analog and/or
digital output

ROUTING SYSTEM

 256 x 256 Large

 Mono stereo with stereo Inking

Wide variety of control par els

118 dB analog dynamic range

 Cistributed multi-processo'
architecture

II III!, 111T1

ROUTING SYSTEM

0 I G

Anc the SAS64000 is simple to integ-ate,
upgrade and out into service. Jus-. plug it our

new digital port expander and that's it.
Welcome o digital!-co-existing flawlessly

with analog-and all in the same framework.
Interested? There's much -nore to tell.

Call 818 840 6749; or e-mail
sale.s@sasaudio.com: or check our

website at sasaudio.com.
If you're moving into digital. then the

SAS64000 Audio Routing System
is your conduit tp the future.

SIERRA
AUTOMATED

SYSTEMS

sascudio.:om
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Viewpoint

The show might go on

Last month I wrote about the role that traditional
broadcasting played in relaying information when
many newer technologies could not keep up with

the events of September 11. Just days before that event,
I was putting some thoughts together about another
event that took place earlier that same month: the NAB
Radio Show.

Conventions and conferences are a vital part of any
industry. They provide an opportunity for the various
sectors of that industry to gather and exchange ideas in
both directions. Manufacturers and service providers
learn the needs and desires of their customers, and the

purchasers can comparison shop and
learn about emerging technologies. A
successful convention requires the
presence of both parties combined
with the services of the host. In the
case of the NAB Radio Show, prob-
lems are on the rise.

Like blaming the host for a bad party,
it's easy to blame the NAB for the poor
showing. The costs to exhibit continue
to rise. The show attendance continues
to drop. (The NAB needs to begin

counting true attendance at the conventions and not just
report the registered attendance. The real attendees are
the tire -kicking public attending the sessions and plan-
ning equipment and service purchase decisions on the
show floor, not the exhibitors, exhibitors' guests, show-

floor visitors, working media and trade press, and more.
At any given NAB convention over the past four years.
I have held from three to as many as seven registrations
because of my various affiliations. I should count only as
one at the most.) The argument that a show attracts
quality attendees and not just quantity only goes so far.
At the rate things are going, the quantity of quality is
dropping as well.

The NAB Radio Show has felt pressure since it returned
after the demise of the World Media Expo. Smaller.
regional shows are gaining in popularity and quality.
Justifying a trip half a continent away is difficult when
quality exhibits and sessions are being presented a few
miles down the road. The cost to attend a regional show,
both in travel and registration, is typically much lower if
not free. Regional SBE conventions and state broadcast
association conferences have grown, and ARMA has already
held four conventions. Unfortunately, the ARMA conven-
tion scheduled for this month had to be canceled-

which I attribute to the change in attitude towards flying,
the state of the economy and the timing being so close
to AES and several SBE regional conventions.

So what will save the NAB Radio show? I have heard
some people speculate that the NAB wants to end the
Radio Show completely. While it is not the profit center
that the Spring convention is, it provides a value and
service to the radio station members and radio equip-
ment manufacturers and service providers.

All three sides need to rethink their portion of the Radio
Show puzzle. Timing the event away from a federal
holiday and controlling the costs to the exhibitors and
attendees is a good start. Another step would be for
stations and corporate owners to allow their employees
to interact with others in their industry to learn and
exchange ideas that will help the bottom line.

Chriss Scherer, editor
cscherer@primediabusiness.com

Ur-

Streaming audio and more
The BE Radio website is a resource that you can use

every day. We strive to make it valuable to you in
many ways by providing the articles you find in
each prilted issue in an online form and as a
searchable archive, by providing tools you can use
in many ways including the Demo Room, the
Engineer's Notebook and online radio stations
ratings, and by presenting online -exclusive articles
and information in the BE Radio Currents Online
and the Studio Spotlight.

To bring you even more from our website, BE Radio
has collaborated with SystemsStore Radio to provide
a voice to the BE Radio Currents Online. Now you
can listen to the latest radio technology headlines as
part of the regular webcast from SystemsStore Radio
at www.systemsstore.com. In addition to being
broadcast throughout the day, the BE Radio Currents
Online Webcast is also available on demand through
the SystemsStore site.

The BE radio editorial team and our contributors
are active in radio, and now BE Radio is not only
discussing Internet radio technology on a regular
basis, we are actually working with it and creating it.

8 BE Radio November 2001 www.beradio.com



Matrix
QUITE POSSIBLY THE LAST CODEC YOU'LL EVER BUY.

0

7

WIRELESS

0

3 W

 5 kHz real-time, full duplex audio on
GSM wireless phones

 Up to 10 kHz real-time, full duplex audio
on HSCSD GSM

 15 kHz real-time,
full duplex audio on
portab,e Inmarsat
terminals (with optional
ISDN module)

 15 kHz nonreal-time,
"Store and -Forward"
feature may be used on
many mobile circuits

 Optioral battery kit
delivers power for
up to 7 hours

p

THE CODEC FOR TODAY

ISDN*

 Layer III for 15 kHz at 64 kb/s

 G.722 for wide compatibility
with other codecs

 Turbo -G.722 for 15 kHz
with only 6 mS of delay

 Layer III transmit
with G.722 return
to reduce delay

 1200 baud ancillary
data available

 Fully international terminal
adapter works worldwide

* ISDN module required

THE CODEC TH F

Your -emote equipment toolbox

may already include ISDN and

POTS codecs plus a slew of other

stuff. Now they are talking about

high speed GSM digital wireless -

and coming soon...3G.

The Matrix's modular approach is

designed with this future

in mind. The core of

the Matrix's flexibility

revolves around full

access to its powerful

coding engine through

easily inserted

modJles and upgradeable flash

memory. Wiatever may be coming

down the communications pipeline,

the Matrix is ready.

POTS

 15 kHz full -duplex audio on a standard
telephone line

 Available in portable or
rackmount versions

 Modular design enables
use on future circuits

 Will work at data rates
as low as 9600 baud

 "Store and Forward" allows
15 kHz, nonreal-time audio
transmission at any data rate

Circle (108) on Free Info Card or go to
www.beradio.com.

Comrex Corporation, 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720
T.31:1978) 263-1800 Fax: (978) 635-0401 Toll Free: (800) 237-1776 in North America
Email: infoocomrex.com www.comrex.com
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Engineering

Balancing your workload
By Mark Krieger, CBT

With all the hats contract engineers have to wear
( and bear), it sometimes feels as if juggling is
our primary occupation. This month we'll con-

clude our series on the business aspects of contract
engineering by exploring some techniques that may
help restore equilibrium to your demanding schedule.

Organization
Notinng is mole essential to effective time and task

management than having ready access to resources.
After all, the art of organization is nothing more than
arranging these things in such a way that you can find
them quickly. For broadcast engineers, this particular-
ly applies to information (contact information and
reference sources), tools and parts.
In terms of day planning, contact information and

record keeping, the advent of personal
digital assistants (PDAs)
and palm computers have
made a huge difference
in how much manage-
able information one per-

PDAs and laptops have pro-
vided a simpler means of
organizing and retrieving data
such as parts lists, inventories
and address books.

son can carry around.
When it comes to refer-
ence materials, such as
catalogs, online or CD-
ROMs are definitely the
way to go.
Many current equip-

ment manuals are now
available on CD-ROM as
well, making the laptop
PC an indispensable tool f
information management in the field. As a comple-
ment, a decent document scanner along with a CD-
ROM burner at the office will allow you to catalog
many older schematics and drawings, allowing you to
print copies wherever and whenever you need them.

Add a digital camera, and you will have the ability to
record, carry and reproduce a variety of image files to
aid in later recall of exactly how things looked, were
connected, or were arranged.

Tool and material management have also undergone
some major changes in the last 10 years. Toolboxes and
parts carriers have gotten larger, lighter, stronger, and
much more versatile. In this sense, at least, organizing has
never been easier.

Setting priorities
Good organization allows you to operate

efficiently and productively, but it's
really only half the battle. To budget
your time most effectively, you need
to take regular inventory of all the
tasks facing you in order to develop
and set a realistic set of priorities.
Priorities are essential to the decision -
making process because they largely
dictate the order in which we process
tasks.

Be sure, however, to be thorough
when considering the task list. Some
tasks must be accomplished before
others take place or before others can
he started. Thus, they must be as-
signed an even higher priority. The
scientific treatment of this process is
known as critical -path analysis, and it
is widely used in industry to sort out

just these kinds of issues. Flowcharting is
one way to "map" priorities in a way that
allows you to analyze detailed task lists while
notating dates by or on which key steps must
he taken.

While there are a number of software packag-
es that allow you to do this, a pencil and pad can
also effectively serve. Keep a copy of these
charts and consult them regularly to keep them
up to date.

Planning the logistics
*op Logistics. any military planner will tell you, is a

combination of science, hard work, and pure artistry.
Logistics involves figuring out ways to shorten processes,
eliminate duplication, and figure out how to kill two birds
with the same proverbial stone.

10 BE Radio November 2001 www.beradio.com



CAM -1 CAM -2

PROGRAM

A single bolt of lightning can throw you off the air for hours - even days

Even if your grounding exceeds minimum
requirements, you could be ii for some major
league problems. One New England TV station
lost $140,000 in equipment costs, plus untold
amounts in revenue, from lightning damage.
A midwestern FM station was tossed off the air
for several weeks, costing them thousands of
dollars. And lightning doesn't affect just com-
mercial stations. Virtually every transmission
tower - whether for police and sire stations, 911
call centers or telecommunications - is at risk.

The only way to play it safe is to upgrade

your grounding system to 1-5 ohm resistance,
as recommended by IEEE At a frac:ion of
what it would cost to repair and replace dam-
aged equipment, ycu can get a correctly sized,
properly installed copper -based grounding
system. It's what tese two stations did. And
lightning hasn't been a problem since.

Learn how to pro:ect your station f-om striking
out - get our Power Quality CD-ROM
and case histories today. Ca I CDA at
888-480-4276. Or visit us at
http://powerquality.copper.org.

°heCopper Development Association Inc.
260 Madison Avenue  New York. NY 1001.6

Circle (109) on Free Info Card or go to www beradio.com.



Contract Engineering
For example, let's say you get an emergency call to

service a transmitter at a location that is a one -hour drive
away. Before you go flying out the door, take just one
minute to stop and consider if there might be any other
tasks that involve travel in the same area, such as picking
up parts or performing an inspection. This is where
superior organization kicks in to help you to quickly find
ways to double -up on non-productive drive times. By
carefully planning efficient
ways to deliver man -

A scanner, CD burner and a digital
camera can be valuable tools for effective organization
and record keeping.

power and resources to the job, you'll find plenty of
opportunities to save time and money. Equipment
rentals and parts orders are just a couple of areas that
often benefit from the conscientious application of this
technique.

Serving your most important clients.
The ability to organize, prioritize and plan strategi-

cally is essential to freeing up our most irreplaceable
resource: time. But equally important is the need to
budget time to our most important clients, our loved
ones and ourselves. A station owner I once worked for
(now a multi -millionaire) once advised me to "always
cut your own best deal", and I have tried to take his
advice to heart. The point here is that human beings
are high -maintenance items. You need to make time
for your family, for exercise, for education and for
play. These, after all, are the reasons we have careers
to begin with, and to ignore them is akin to neglecting
the foundation of a house while mending the roof.

We all have the need to work a sixty -hour week
occasionally, but this should be the exception rather than
the rule. If you find otherwise, you can rest assured that
there is a problem somewhere. If this is the case, it's time
to place finding and fixing it at the top of your priority list.
That's what balance is all about.

Mark Krieger. BE Radio's consultant on contract engineering, can
be reached at mkneger@drfast.net. He is based in Cleveland.

RADIO HARD DI 5K LIVE ON AIR Production & Automation

DL4-MAX

 DUAL STUDIO SYSTEMS - AIR & PRODUCTION

 LIVE, SATEIIITE & AUTOMATION

 VOICE TRACKING, SEGUES, PHONERS & MORE

 TRIPLE PLAY & RECORD

The DL4 is ideal for a two studio radio
station with On Air & Production Studios. With
simultaneous triple play & record, the On Air Studio has dual
overlapping play while the production studio has both Play
& Record.

NNE

Elli L'_-LI 1,2A

r,

Iti67.7- II, FT

2tEl

MIR AM,

The DL4 is a broadcast quality hard disk player and recorder. It
is not a PC computer with audio on it, but is a hard disk audio appliance
that is controlled by PC computers. If the PC fails the DL4 continues playing.
The DL4 even has a cart machine like front panel for manual control.

The Digilink Family of Hard Disk products is the #1 Satellite Automation system with 1000's
sold around the world.

Arrakis Systems inc. Phone: (970) 224-2248 Web: arrakis-systems.com

Circle (110) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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When it comes to reliable hard disk digital
systems, major stations come to Computer
Concepts.' Maestro' helps radio stations sound
better (and make more money).
Jocks love Maestro! It's really easy -to -use.
Studios are paper -free and tape -free. All the
audio and info that jocks need is at their
fingertips: songs, spots, live copy, news,
weather, sports and up-to-the-minute logs.
Maestro gives jocks the ultimate in control.
Jocks easily shuffle music and spots as needed.
Maestro also runs news, talk, satellite, live and
voice tracked music formats flawlessly.
Voice Tracker:* Distant and Local
Computer Concepts invented pre -recording
music shows, and we've done it right for years!
Voice Tracker is even Computer Concepts'
registered trademark! Jocks hear songs in their
headphones while they talk up intros. If timing
isn't right the first time, it's easy to slide your
Voice Tracks around to adjust timing. Voice
Tracker works well locally and for distant city
transfer over WAN, VPN or Internet.

J11-14  torlann 114 
I I !I,

IM2MaaSeCerket- in-sr4kiszo-s

Industrial Hardware
Maestro uses the most robust industrial back -
plane computers in pullout rack drawers with
non-proprietary digital audio cards. Now, and
for years to come, you'll be glad you got
Maestro!

..00 Computer Concepts
Corp.

E375 Melrose  Lenexa, Kansas 66214
Fhone 1-800-255-6350 www.ccc.fm

Circle (111) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com.



Radio and the Internet compliment each other
better than most other media combinations.

Elicasting

The Web for profit
by John Caracciolo

As the economy continues its downturn, and radio
revenue continues to decrease, station managers
must use all their powers and all the tools at their

disposal to increase the bottom line. Unfortunately, it
now appears that the worst case is a reality, with even
greater downside potential if future events cause greater
disruption to the economy.

This is wartime economy, and broadcasters are the most
negatively affected business. We are totally dependent on
advertising and entertainment revenues for our liveli-

hood. The advertis-
ing marketplace was
already in a slight
decline before the
tragic events of Sep-
tember 11, but the
incremental loss is
staggering. Experts
predict that total
advertising spending
for 2001 will be down
more than 6 percent,
with radio down more
than 7.5 percent. In
addition to the
decline, most radio
sales executives are
reporting a feeling of
awkwardness when
discussing advertising
with clients, and some

clients are concerned that the public might perceive them
as greedy or opportunistic for continuing to run a radio
schedule. Today's broadcast manager is faced with the
enormous task of maintaining profitability in a fragile
economy and an unstable world. We must use every tool
available to us.

Let's go to the Net
The Internet is still in its shake -out stage. Gone are the days

of projected budgets of seven figures for your web site. But
the Web can still be a source of additional income for your
broadcast station with very low overhead and costs.

At Jarad Broadcasting we use the radio stations to drive
traffic to our site, but instead of site advertising, we are
using a separate marketing concept that could survive on
its own. By looking at the entire picture of our company
rather than looking at the Web as a separate revenue

business plan, we are using the Web as a profit line on our
station's budget rather than a separate business budget.

Classified advertising
Classified ad% ei using in our local paper is huge-more

than $700,000 a week. Radio needs to get some of that
money. Unfortunately, a byproduct of an economy like
this is higher unemployment. Radio, and a creative radio
spot, will drive your listeners to your classified Web page.
Use the radio station's unused inventory to drive traffic to
your website's classified page. Don't use the radio spot to
sell, just use it to drive the listeners to the site. Produce
a sixty-second spot that jumps out and moves listeners to
log on. Make the spot a rotator that has the same copy,
but change the tag line so every company that buys a
classified Web spot is mentioned. You are selling a
package deal. The key to the success of this program is
a good high frequency radio schedule using your unused
inventory. Use a large portion of your unused radio
commercial inventory. Your big sell to the companies is
the $50,000 radio package that you are going to invest
into this project to insure that listeners will see their
classified advertisement.

All you need is a classified Web listing and a radio
schedule that brings them to the listing; newspapers can't
do that. Newspaper classified ads are nothing more then
a big list compiled in alphabetical order. No big sales
pitch here, and nothing driving potential customers to
look there unless they have to.

The classified Web page project is nothing more than a
listing and creative written copy. Charge each company
$750 for a full month, this is a fraction of the newspaper's
price. Thirty companies and your unused radio inventory
just added $22,500 to the bottom line for one month.

Take this idea one step further, and develop a Web page
that lets potential job seekers list their qualification for
free. Using an e-mail address for their contact informa-
tion, you just added a public service spin to this project.
Now in addition to a radio package driving traffic to a
creative classified page, you are also providing compa-
nies with an e-mail data base of potential job -seekers.

Let's face it, newsprint cannot compete with this package.
The simple use of unused radio inventory and creative
selling can net your radio station more than $200,000 right
to the bottom line. This is a simple, quick, inexpensive way
of using your website for pure profit.

John Caraciolo is vice president and general manager of Jarad
Broadcasting, Garden City, NY.
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Which Transmitter Control System is Right for You?

 Front Panel Display
 Site -to -Site Control
 16 - 64 Channels
 Studio Control with Flexible

Communications

 85 Sites
 8 - 256 Channels / Site
 Built-in Macros

 Single Site Solution
 16 Channels
 Built-in Macros

ARC -16

GSC-3000

r --

VRC-2500

Burk is proud to add the
GSC-3000 & VRC-2500 to
our product line, giving
you more choices with our
continued high level of
support.

BTECHNOLOGY
Phone: 1-800-255-8090
Email: sales@burk.com

www.burk.corn

Circle (112) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

Register Data Systems
800-521-5222

www.registerdata.com

Traffic & Billing Software Systems
Reliable

Dependable
Stable format

Affordable for any station

Software you can own
Maximum Efficiency

Maximum Productivity
Maximum Service

Circle (113) on Frae Info Card or go to www.beradio.con

World Class FM Antennas
We at Armstrong constantly strive to bring you the best
RF products, the best 24/7 support and tne best prices
...because you deserve nothing less!

That is why our FM antennas are designed to provide
maximum signal coverage and the ultimate in signal
penetration. Built to withstand even the bleakest
weather conditions, our bays are constructed of 100%
heavy-duty brass for long life and superior performance.

When you think antennas, Think Armstrong.
We're not just a transmitter company.

ARMSTRONG
Total RF Systems Solutions

Marcellus, NY Tel 315-673-1269 Fax 315-673-9972
e-mail:sales@armstrongtx.com

FMA- 737

Available in numerous configura-
tions and power levels, including
directional patterns, at amazingly
competitive prices.
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Engintering

Top loading, part 1 of 2
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

Engineers charged with the job of designing a new
AM transmitter facility nearly always try to plan for
the tallest tower possible. This is not just an ego trip;

it's because the taller the AM radiator, the higher the field
strength developed in the listening area with a given power.

Years of experience in AM broadcasting have shown
that a 90° tower is an easy value to work with; its
efficiency factor meets the FCC's Rules minimum radia-
tion requirements, and usually it is not exceptionally
expensive to build.

A half -wave tower is almost ideal, but is much more
expensive and requires twice as much ground space for
the radials and ground system. Over the years we have
found that for various reasons, some related to engineer-
ing, but more frequently based on nonsensical local
zoning restrictions or available land area, it is not always
possible to build a tower that is 90° tall. In the early days
of roof -top antennas, a full 90° was also not always
possible, and a number of those stations started with 100
watts on the high end of the AM band.

Although low frequencies were never used for broadcast-

To Transmitter

Figure 1. A flattop loadline uses the vertical lead as the radiator. The Tee
top forms a capacitor to ground and top loads the antenna.

ing in the United States, they were very popular in
broadcasting's early days. England, France, Poland and
several other countries had transmitters in the range of
150kHz to 200kHz. That corresponds to about 6,000 feet
for a full -wave antenna. These low frequencies resulted in
excellent long-distance ground wave coverage and
reduced high -angle radiation, and were generally used by
government -controlled broadcasting systems.

Even a quarter -wave tower was 1,500 feet high. This is
not so unusual these days for TV or FM, but not many AM
broadcasters wanted towers that tall or expensive. There-
fore, considerable work was done to find a way of using
these valuable low frequencies efficiently with shorter
towers. It's interesting to note the definition of a small
tower: a tower is small if its largest dimension is less than
one -eighth of a wavelength. Antennas less than a quarter
wavelength usually have capacitive reactance.

This early need to lengthen towers electrically led to
the simple flat -top form of top loading. A flat top is
created by connecting cables to the top of the tower like
the top bar of the letter T, as in Figure 1. This type of
construction was used more for frequencies of 100kHz
or less. Broadcasters with government money used tall
towers plus some form of top loading.

As the top loading increases, so does the impedance of
the antenna. But after a certain point is reached, it begins
to decrease. This is because the loading wires tend to
shield the antenna, and the effective height is reduced.

This draws a parallel to the ground systems for a roof-
top antenna. Because there usually was not enough
room for long radials, the ground system for a roof -top
antenna typically used a great deal of copper around the
base of the tower. Sometimes it was necessary to use a
counterpoise ground system to achieve the minimum
required radiation efficiency. Often there were also
related problems of unexpected reradiation at odd
frequencies due to semiconductor effects in the iron-
work of the buildings.

Coming up short
In the years before World War II, the need to use shorter

antennas became more pressing, and many engineers
began to give the matter serious attention. A short, vertical
antenna suffers from a grave disadvantage. The base
resistance is low and the reactance high, and high -angle
radiation is also high. Thus, horizontal radiation efficiency is
low. Radiation resistance consists of two major components.
The first is the base resistance, which is determined by its
length (height) and some physical features. The second is
the PR loss from ground resistance, conductor resistance
and associated connection and circuit resistances.

If the base operating resistance is 1011 and the FR
resistance is 4f/, an operating current of 10 amps would
lose 400W of power dissipation in useless resistance. In
addition, the voltage across the base insulator could rise
to high values.

Efforts to raise the base operating resistance to a
reasonable value of 30f/ or more included a type of top
loading in the form of a top hat (see Figure 2). This
device took the form of a large aluminum structure,
extending as much as ten feet or more in radius, mounted
on the top of a short tower. It was connected directly on
the top of the tower and served to increase the tower
mass and electrical length. It was usually circular and
sometimes had two layers or rings about 2 feet apart.
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"Feature -rich and flexible"

ION

Steve Runck of the Northwestern Radio Group
has a lot to say about BSI's digital automation

a.m.. Y...

Only $1499
including technical

support and upgrades

When we started
down the road with BSI's digital automation

in 1996, our

August 22, 2001immediate
need was for a good satellite

controller.
We also had been fighting to

keep an old analog automation
system on the air on our AM station. Today we

automations
ystem.

use BSI's automation
not only as a satellite

controller.
but also as our FMWe also use BSI's software to automate

our AM schedule, including
music on

hard drive.
We use a third system for satellite store -and -forward duties. The

import routines
make it a snap to integrate

music and spots from your

scheduling
software with your as! logs. and the voice -track editor's dragand-

able to quickly learn it.

drop capabilities
make heving

a great hosted
sound so easy that any jock will be

The really great part about BSI's digital automation
is that you can design as

simple or complex
of a system

as you need in an economical.
non-proprietary

software
and hardware

environment.
BSI's automation

is so feature
-rich and

flexible that we will never
run out of new possibi:ities

for implementing
our

broadcasting
mission.

And if you really
need a feature that's not already there,

chances are good the BSI team will respond
to that need in a future release.

Where we started
with a single PC running

BSI's digital automation,
the

Northwestern
Radio Group

now employs approximately
17 automation

programs

at our stations
in the Upper

Midwest
and Florida.

KFNW is now down
to 12 -hour

days for manned operation,
and our staff is finding

more time to be creative,
both

in the production
room and out in the community.

1

We always like to think we wi:I never
need tech

support, but I've always been
I

thankful for BSI's 24/7 commhment
to us when

we DO have a problem.
been

even

gotten some of those Poor guys out of bed in the middle of the night, and they've

Ialways
gotten us back up and running within a reasonable

amount of time.
software.
They've even helped

us when the problem
was hardware

-related,
and not

Yes, we like BSI's digital automation
too!

Steve Runck
Staff Engineer
KFNVV AM -FM, Fargo, ND

Price, Power and Performance
More than 5000 broadcasters use our software in more than 50 nations around the world.

Our $1499 Simian includes one year of 365/24/7 tech support and software upgrades.
Simian has amazing features. ouch as streaming spot substitution, automated online
requests and touchscreen compatibility. Runs on Windows 98, NT, 2000, ME and XP.

Test and try before you buy.
www.bsiusa.com 888-bsiusa I

BS I
Broadcast
Software

International
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0 YOUR SOURCE FOR Ni

QUALITY AM ANTENNA
SYSTEMS AND
ACCESSORIES

KINTRONIC
hollow

fa* LABS, Inc. VISA

NEW PRODUCT!
ISOCOUPLER FOR 1.9 GHZ

PCS DIGITAL CELL SITE
INSTALLED ON AM TOWER

kli...

_
1

MODEL FMC -1.9G

4 -TOWER 50KW DA -2
OPEN PANEL & SHELF AM

DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA SYSTEM

,

:.4.. 1iilva,
..1
.. 1 -

1111111111111

Illtilftb-.._
CFRB RADIO TORONTO. CANADA

4

CUSTOM ISOLATION INDUCTOR
ASSEMBLY FOR CELL SITE

INSTALL ON TOWER

.../ i.-...-.Adia  -

1/4

. ..

. -:=- ........i
VOICESTREAM WIRELESS

ONLINE SHOPPING NOW AVAILABLE!

www.kintronic.cori

Click On LOGIN**
Click On SHOPPING

Iv PRIOR APPROVAL IS REQUIRED FOR ACCESS,

RF Engineering

Figure 2. A top hat, a circular ring of metal.
increases the capacity to ground and raises the
operating impedance. Horizontal currents flowing
in the top do not add much to the vertical rad ation.

There are several ways of exciting a
top -loaded antenna. Generally, the
antenna is base fed in the usual way.
The greatly increased capacity from
tower top to ground reduces the neg-
ative reactance measured at the base,
and large currents can flow into the top
hat. Thus, the current in the tower will
remain fairly constant and not reduce
to zem as in the case of a regular
quarter -wave tower, and the loaded
tower's radiation resistance is raised.

A major objective of top loading is
to raise the base operating resis-
tance, but current distribution is also

important. Sinusoidal current distri-
bution is usually assumed in antenna
work, but many times this is not the
case, especially when using some
forms of top loading.

A tower that is shorter than a quarter
wavelength may be top loaded so
that the current remains constant over
most of the tower length. It can have
up to four times the radiation resis-
tance of a similar unloaded tower.

A problem with top -hat loading is
susceptibility to wind damage and
poor current distribution in the radiator;
I once replaced a top hat, damaged by
high winds, with a folded unipole. It
was more economical and efficient to
use a folded unipolei. Adding the top
arms, standoff insulators and associated
bottom ring was easier and less expen-
sive than rebuilding the large alumi-
num top hat. The transmitter was also
much happier with its broader hand -

width and lower Q antenna system.
An interesting variation in top hat

loading was to insulate the hat from
the tower, connect a tuning network
between the hat and tower, and
drive the antenna at the top. The
coaxial line went up, insulated from
the tower on the inside, and connected
to the hat at the top. This will he
discussed in the next part. Another
method was shunt feeding, hut this is
rarely used in new stations today. ti

'During and immediately following WW2, very
low frequencies (VLF), as low as 13kHz,
became popular for military use. The late
John Mullaney, P. E. did a lot of military work,
including short -tower operation, and this led
to the development of the folded unipole for
commercial broadcast use.
E-mail John at batcom ®bright net.

Model RFC -1/f3 Remote Facilities Controller
its the most affordable. fully -featured transmitter remote control system available ifs flexible its expandable. it has a
well -deserved reputation for being very reliable ana it's not difficult on the eyes what other reasons do you need?

F EATURES
transmitter control from any telephone

8-64 channels of telemetry and control

programmable control by time and date

automatic adjustments based on telemetry

optional printer and modem adapters

programmable telemetry alarms

full -featured, affordable, reliable

integrated rack panel

(IL": Sine Systems visit our web site for more information on our products
nashville. tennessee  615.228.3500 voice  615.227.2393 fax -on -demand  www.sinesystems.com
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The Only Static You'll Get
Is From The Caller On Line 1

You may get a lot of roise from an opinionated caller, but

your show sounds crystal clear to the radio audience. That

is if you have a Gentner Broadcast Telephone System

from Harris.

Although the system's console looks like an ordinary

telephone your talt show host will see the difference

immediately. No: only is the

sound incredibly clean and Gentner
crisp, the system

includes two
41°

'10%
built-in digital i  'o

hybrids so you can
go- °fa* C

- "

conference up to four ge

on -air ca'lers

simultaneously And

each crie will be

heard loud and clear

Even Mr. Cranky on line 1

Which brings us to another important point.

Gentner Broadcast Telephone Systems have

multi -colored line indicators so your host knows who's on

the air, who's on hold, who is talking to the producer and

who has been screened Plus, the host can screen calls

off the air while other callers are on the air So if the guy

on I,ne 1 isn't a good fit for today's show - he's history

There's much more to know, of course, including Gentner's

6 or 12 telephone line capabilities, available software to

customize a system to your specific requirements, and

network solutions that let you connect multiple studios.

To learn all that a Gentner Broadcast Telephone System can

do or your cperation, contact your local Harris representative.

vv I)!U dticdltdtf is cum

www.beradlo.com.

next level solutions

SERVICE

SYSTEMS

AUTOMATION

TRANSMISSION

HARRIS
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Networks

License -free facility interconnection
By Kevin McNamara, CNE

What happened to the days where getting audio to
the transmitter site was just a matter of ordering
one or two equalized audio loops? Simple point-

to-point audio paths have become complex networks
joining multiple studio facilities and transmitter sites, some-
times spread over a large area. Local telephone companies
have all but eliminated departments that specialized in the
creation and maintenance of dedicated r 1'

analog audio loops. They now have
ersunaini

specialized products that support high -

bandwidth digital data communications
such as DS -1, DS -3 or DSL. As the price
of digital audio encoding/decoding
equipment drops, the transmission of
digital audio content from studio (or
satellite provider) to the transmitter
site is becoming a pop II t r th. n(I

This interconne(
tion of facilities can
be extended
beyond trans-
porting digital
program mate-
rial. Properly
designed net-
works can also
extend access

Wireless links can use eilherfrequency-hopping
(FHSS) or direct -sequence spread spectrum (D

currently considering ilia use of other modulat

to a central Local Area Network (LAN) from connected
remote facilities, thus creating a Wide Area Network (WAN).
Many digital telephone switches can also be extended to
remote facilities.

Wired or wireless?
Delivering digital audio between two points can be

accomplished in either of two methods: wired or wireless.
Most local telephone companies have invested in upgrad-

ing their infrastructure to increase their data communica-
tions abilities. The problem is that, while high bandwidth
data communications products are widely available in most
major cites and, to some extent, the suburbs surrounding
those cities, they can be expensive. The recurring monthly
expenses for these services vary by region depending on
the specific transport method (DS -1, DS -3, etc), distance,
Inter/Intra LATA issues, length of contract and the Quality of
Service (QOS) agreement chosen (i.e. how much down-
time is permitted.) In addition, you may be charged for
rental of the terminal equipment on one or both ends. The
real cost that you might incur, however, is that which may

spread spectrum
SSS). The FCC is
ion schemes.

be required to bring service into a building that does not
have suitable copper cable pairs or fiber nearby. In that
situation, costs for utility construction may run into the tens
or hundreds of thousands of dollars, not to mention such
possible problems as the need to get municipal approvals
and obtain easement rights with other landlords. In data
communication terms this is called the last mile problem.

Wireless radio systems eliminate many of these
problems with only line of sight and a place to mount
external antennas. While wideband wireless micro-
wave systems have been in use for about 60 years,
they were expensive and difficult to license. Most of
the non -broadcast licensed microwave spectrum
used by private and common carriers operated
above 3GHz and was regulated by the FCC. Com-
mon Carrier microwave operators were regulated by
Part 21 and private operators by Part 94. In 1996,

both were consolidated into a single Part 101.

Other uses
Although the use of these frequencies
was not intended for broadcast STL/TSL
applications, the commission may grant
such use providing a proper application
and technical documentation in support
of the non -conforming use.

Unlicensed microwave radio systems
became passible in 1997 when the FCC revised certain
rules in Part 15 to allow point-to-point and point-to-
multipoint communications using a variety of modulation
schemes, including spread spectrum. The FCC permits this
operation within three bands: 902 MHz to 928MHz, 2400MHz
to 2483.5MHz and 5725 MHz to 5758MHz. These frequen-
cies were used exclusively for Industrial Medical and
Scientific applications, also called the ISM bands.

The ISM bands currently host a variety of wireless
applications that are gaining in popularity, such as 802.11
and Bluetooth, which permit short-range wireless Ether-
net connectivity. Several manufacturers are producing
high quality radio systems that permit the reliable trans-
mission of wide -band duplex data for several miles over
a properly engineered link.

Kevin McNamara, BE Radio's consultant on computer technology,
is president of Applied Wireless Inc., New Market, MD.

All of the Networks articles have been approved by the SBE
Certification Committee as suitable study material that may assist
your preparation for the SBE Certified Broadcast Networking
Technologist exam. Contact the SBE at (317) 846-9000 or go to
www.sbe.org for more information on SBE Certification.
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Is your radio station ready for
the digital upgrade?

Digital LNBs and
Microwave Filters

Let Satellite Export prepare you for the
digital conversion with our complete
Patriot Antenna package. Program
providers recommend a solid antenna,
with a minimum size of 3.8 meters for best
reception. The Patriot Antenna is 2°
compliant and will not warp like most
mesh or fiberglass dishes.

rade our station with the BEST
PLL LNBs C -Band Feeds

1)4
Satellite Export & Engineering, Inc.
704 North Clark Street, Albion, MI 49224
800 470 3510  517 629 5990  517.629 6690 fax

3.8 m prime focus antennas

Order Online Today!

PATRIOT
Vi r

1111111111,w
ww,v.sepetriot,com  info se atriot. CO

limmmommilimommummmwmommmmiumm.mmmimmmmummomm
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Su/iv:ion Butackaa 13 zaductd Quality Transmitters and Antennas at Reasonable Prices

20 watt High Performance Digitally
Synthesized Exciter

Frequency Agile front panel frequency setting Operates
on 110 or 220 volts Fast delivery Power adjustment fro
1 watt to 22 watts One year Parts and service limited
warrenty

Priced at a only 1.250.00

10 watt FM STL Transmitter
and Composite Receiver

Transmitter and Receiver 3,500.00

Lease and Financina Available

S W R Television
& FM Antennas

10,000, 12,000 & 15,000 watt
FM Transmitter Complete with

Solid State Driver and High
Per-fo-mance Digitally synthesize
Exciter Single tube grounded
grid Final amplifier

10,000 watt $ 18,990.00
12,000 watt $ 22,500.00
15.000 watt $ 25,000.00

20 watt FM Exciter Frequency Agile 800 00
100 watt Solid State Amplifier 995 00
300 watt Sol.d State Amplifier 2 000 00
350 watt Solid State FM Transmitter 3,500 00
1.000 watt Solid State FM Transmitter 6.000 00
2.500 watt FM Transmitter 10,000 00
5.000 watt FM Transmittef 15.000 00

Supply Limited to stock on Hand

17194 Preston Road Suite 123-297 Dallas TX 75248 Ph. 972/473-2577 800/279-3326 Fax 972/473-2578 800/644-5958
E mail jjoynt@superiorbroadcast.com web site superiorbroadcast.com
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Update

Mass Media Bureau out
By Harry Martin

AFa

s partof Chairman Powell's efforts to reform the
CC, the Mass Media Bureau, which handles all
dio and television matters, will be merged into

the Cable Services Bureau, which handles all cable
matters, to form a new Media Bureau. The Media Bureau
will handle AM, FM, LPFM, TV, LPTV, cable policy, EEO.
political programming, and DBS (Direct Broadcast Satel-
lite) post -licensing policy. DBS licensing will remain with
the International Bureau. MMDS will be moved to the
Wireless Telecommunications Bureau.

Within the Media Bureau there will be a separate Office
of Broadcast License Policy, responsible for licensing
functions. Under the Office of Broadcast License Policy will
be an Audio Division (radio) and Video Division (TV and
cable). The Media Bureau will also have a Policy Division,
Engineering Division and Industry Analysis Division.

It will be several months before the merger is implemented.
The newly appointed chief of the Cable Services Bureau,
Kenneth Ferree, will be chief of the new Media Bureau. The
current chief of the Mass Media Bureau, Roy Stewart, is

Dateline
On or before December 1, radio stations in the following

states must fi le their biennial ownership reports: Alabama,
Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia, Maine, Massachusetts,
Minnesota, Montana, New Hampshire, North Dakota,
Rhode Island, South Dakota and Vermont.

expected to play a key role in the new bureau. Roy Stewart
has emphasized that radio and television issues will receive
the same priority in the Media Bureau that they currently
receive in the existing Mass Media Bureau.

Recent FCC forfeitures
EAS rule violations have resulted in fines ranging from

$3,000 to more than $21,000. Various violations included
failure to maintain a log of signals from the emergency-

notifying source and leaving EAS equipment unplugged.
For national security reasons and to avoid FCC fines,
these rules must be followed.

A pirate FM operator in Richmond, VA, has been convicted
on four criminal counts related to transmissions of radio
communications without a license. The pirate faces sen-
tencing in December and could be imprisoned for up to one
year and fined $100,000. The culprit had been warned to
cease operations by the FCC and the federal courts.

An AM station was fined $4,000 for failing to respond to
FCC correspondence. The licensee argued that the FCC
was without "moral authority" to impose such fines
because the agency often fails to meet its own deadlines.
The FCC, acting on statutory authority, dismissed the
defense as frivolous and
upheld the $4,000 fine.

Harry Martin is an attorney with
Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth,
PLC., Arlington, VA. E-mail
martin@fhhlaw.com.

Read more from FCC
Update at

The Online I

Radio Technology Leader

The RF People

Silicon ValleyPOWER
AMPLIFIERS

Our growing product line.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

150 watts

30(1 wails

450 watts

600 watts

MEM
1000 ssatts

850 watts

1.200 %%lifts

ONE II

1,500 watts

2,000 watts

Ili

3,000 watts

Phone:- (408) 986 9700 e-mail:- sales@svpa.com
Fax:- (408) 986 1438 website www.svpa.com
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Antenna Systems
a COMMERCIAL AND T.V.

IA4,j k al FAAvdCaTOItY

San Antonio, 41
EUROPE Phone: 976.50. 46.96 (6 lines)

Fax 976.46.31.70
50410 CUARTE DE HUERVA
(Zaragoza)

Antenna and Radio Factory:
Comino de Ion Albares, 14, bolos
Phone: 976.i0. 35.80 (6 lines)
Fox 976.50. 38. 55
50410 CUARTE DE HUERVA  (Zaragoza)
Internet. http://www.omb.es
e-mail: ombrom@infonegocia.com
Video(onference(RDSI) 976 46 32 00

C11)-1111rild,

INTERNATIONAL
DIVISION

3100 NW 72 nd. Avenue Unit 112

MIAMI, Florida 33122
Ph.: 305 477-0973 - 305 477.0974 (6 lines)

Fax: 305 477-0611

Internet. http://www.omb.com
e-mail: ombusa@bellsouth.net

Videoconference: 1 305 5940991 / 92



igital

ed radio with
a means to
Jeliver a

higEer-quality
sound without requiing signifi-

cant additonal cost. It was quickly
learned that digital was a different
world than the analog domain it slowly
replaced. The promise of a signal free
from the customary obstacles associ-
ated with analog circuitry and trans-
mission was not the holy grail it was
expected to be. In the end, we traded
concerns over noise floor and distor-
tion for jitter and bit -error rate.

When several basic rules are fol-
lowed, analog is easy. It is also forgiv-
ing. Analog has a graceful point of
failure. As signal degrades, our ears
can usually provide clues that some-
thing is wrong.

On the other hand, digital signals
make their way through the path,
gracefully overcoming changes in
impedance. capacitance, bit errors
and noise. Through the most ana-
log -challenged circumstances, digi-
tal continues to sound as good as it
always does-that is until the degra-

dation is so severe that the s_gnal

The nature of digital audio s to
provide a signal unimpaired by the
transmission medium. Analog signals
are an inseparable part of their medi-
um. Digital signals ride the trammis-
sion medium, almost without regard
for its flaws. As noise increases, imped-
ance changes, capacitance varies, the
integrity of the digital signal suffers, but
in many cases, the error correction
allows the signal to be reconstructed at
the receive end. As error correction
works harder to fill in the missing
pieces, it eventually reaches a thresh-
old where it cannot put it back togeth-
er. In this case, the signal mutes. The
point where this occurs is referred to as
the digital cliff. For all the robust prop-
erties that make digital stand over
analog, digital signals still require care-
ful attention to many of the same
physical and electronic aspects.

Avoid the fall
Some potential digital pitfalls cross

physical and electronic concerns. The
most basic step in preserving the
integrity of digital signals is to use the
proper wire. Most facilities distribute

By
Chriss Scherer,

editor

Digital audio
requires greater

attention to signal
quality, but it's

more than just a
wave of the hand.

digital signals that are defined by the
AES3 standard. There are other for-
mats. such as S/PDIF, but these are
rarely used widely in a facility.

The AES3 audio standard defines a
stereo signal carried over a single
pathway. This pathway can be a bal-
anced or unbalanced signal. The bal-
anced signal requires a twisted pair
cable with a characteristic impedance
of 110(1, ±20%. The unbalanced stan-
dard, referred to as AES3-ID, requires
a coaxial cable with a characteristic
impedance of 75(1. Because 75(1
coaxial cable is commonly used for RF
applications, and RF requires a high
level of consistency, cabling is usually
not a major concern.

Because AES3 uses twisted -pair wire,
it is easy to try to get by with traditional
analog twisted -pair wire. This works
for short cable runs, but the imped-
ance mismatch is severe, and prob-
lems are likely to occur.

Ideally, AES3 wire should be used.
Facility wiring systems also exist that
use CAT5 cable. The CAT5 Ethernet
standard calls for a characteristic
impedance of 100t1, ±15(1. This
results in a range of 85(1 to 115(1.
Compare this to the AES3 extremes of
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IGIT
Kin to 13252. Except for the very low
end, the CAT5 range falls within the
AES3 standard. If CAT5 cable is used
for AES3 audio, it is a good idea to use

Digital audio test equipment
evaluate digital signals.

a CAT5 cable with a tighter impedance
tolerance. A range of t75/ works well.

Because an AES3 signal has more in
common with an RF signal than a DC
signal, connectors, terminations and

is required

splices are important. The best rule is
to keep these to a minimum. When
some type of physical connection
must be made, keep the wire twist-
ed until the very end to minimize the
change. Some connectors and punch
blocks are designed to meet the rigid
AES3 standards. Likewise, tighter -tol-

erance CAT5 hardware
can also be used reliably.

to properly

Change for the worse
A common feature of

many digital audio devices
is sample -rate conversion.

This allows various sample

rates to be interchanged
between devices without
the need to manually set
each input and output to
a specific rate. Regardless

of the simplicity, a facility
should choose a single
sample rate and use it as

much as possible. Typically, the rate is
chosen by using the most commonly
used sample rate of the equipment.
Since lower sample rates result in smaller

files, lower rates such as 32kHz or

r-r r r - r "

One Size fits all modular design

Assembles quickly & easily in minutes

Highest quality laminates & wood

World famous Modulux cabinetry

In -stock for immediate delivery

The Modulux Flex -Studio is a complete
modular studio package that can be
configured in dozens of different ways
to meet nearly any studio design. It can
be assembled left or right handed as well
as in all of our standard configurations: Short L, Long
L. and Unbalanced U. Far superior to custom cabinetry. Modulux
engineered studio systems are precision factory mass manufactured.
Quality. strength. durability and appearance are all improved over custom
built cabinets

44.1kHz are chosen over 48kHz.
96kHz is being used in many record-
ing studios, but because of radio's
bandwidth limitations, 32kHz, 44.1kHz
and 48kHz are the most common.

Ideally, a master clock reference is
used within a facility, and all the
devices are synchronized to it. This
eliminates the need for each device
to reclock the incoming signal. There
is little loss when a signal is re -

clocked at the same sampling rate,
but there are significant concerns
when a signal undergoes a down-
ward sample -rate conversion.

When a signal is downconvened, for
example, from 44.1kHz to 32kHz,
the audio energy between 32 and
44.1 must be removed or aliasing will
occur. A filter is used to remove these
components. This necessary filtering
can cause additional problems in that
signal overshoots can result from the
ringing of the filter. The complete
discussion of this topic situation can
easily become quite involved, but in
general, it is best to avoid any down -

conversions when possible.
Another potential source of

Arrakis Systems m
Phone:(970) 224-2248 Web: arrakis-systems.c..com&
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$11
unwanted digital noise can be intro-
duced by switching digital signals.
When signals are mixed, the clock
references are tied together. Some
digital audio switchers perform a hard
swich from source to source. If this
switch is made and the two sources
are not synchronized, there will like-
ly be a click or pop during the

transition. Ideally, a switch such as
this is only done with synchronized
signals and during a point where the
signal crosses the zero -voltage refer-
ence. In most cases, the delay of a
single frame or two is not a problem.

Audio coding and data reduction
Non -data -reduced or uncompressed

audio provides the cleanest method of
capturing digital audio. The AES3 stan-
dard defines the parameters for this
coding method. In most cases, simply

Z/i= fliMf-fdr".4
AN IDT COMPANY

816R Series
FM Transmitters

111116.-1,11
Known throughout the world
as the best performing, most
reliable FM transmitter.

Continental's 816R Series
combines superior design
and quality' with exceptional
workmanship to give it an
unmatched, field -proven
record.

The 816R Series comes in
power levels from 11 to 70kW.

Now available through se eef
RF Specialties offices!

www.rfspec.corn

4

4.,s07335011
WV#PMOCIrititIOCOOM
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converting an audio signal to digital is
not the only concern. A complete
digital audio system covers not only
the audio signal, but also its storage and
transmission. Because of these issues,
various methods of reducing the re-
quired storage space or transmission
bandwidth have been developed.
The audio on a CD, sampled at

4.1kHz with a 16 -bit resolution, re-
quires about 10MB of storage space
and 1.4Mb/s of transmission band-
width for every stereo minute. For a
very high quality 96kHz/24-bit sig-
nal, about

Handheld
testers are

ideal for field
use or for

quickly
checking
signals.

33MB of stor-
age space and
4.5Mb/s of
transmission
bandwidth is re-
quired per stereo
minute. With files
sizes such as this,
disk space and transmission bandwidth
requirement would be out of control.
To reduce the storage or bandwidth

requirements, data -reduction algo-
rithms can be applied to the digital
signal. Some of the algorithms more
commonly used include G.722, APT -x,
MPEG-1 Layer II (MP2), MPEG-1 Layer

III (MP3), MPEG-2 AAC, ATRAC and
PAC. These algorithms function by
trading file size for some reduction in
audio quality. The key is that the trade-
off is not noticeable. The debate
between the appropriate use of APT-
x, MP2, MP3 or AAC can become a
heated one. Choosing the algorithm
for a given situation should be done
by considering the source material
and the individual settings of the
encoder. The final choice will be
based on how the resulting audio
sounds to you.
When coding algorithms were first

introduced, there was considerable
discussion about the effects of pass-
ing a signal through several codecs.
Some demonstrations showed that
the resulting audio after just a few

28 BE Radio November 200'
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Manager's Perspective: Keeping Digital Clean
by Jim Paluzzi,
CBT

A quality digital
installation requires
more than good
equipment. Too often,

managers believe the actual installation
and interconnection of this equipment is
a mere formality. Keeping digital clean
means that managers must pay as much
attention to installing their station's
cabling and connectors as a great
chef would spend attending to raw
food and its preparation.

Keep these two principles in mind,
and you will go far in keeping your
digital signals loud and clean:

1. Embrace open architecture. No
one can predict the kinds of

cascaded conversions had little
resemblance to the original source.
Fortunately, most algorithms have
improved, but the same care should
still be taken to minimize the num-
ber of conversions being made.

Proving performance
While digital audio has easily pro-

vided a cleaner signal from start to
finish, one obstacle has been in
assessing its quality. Clipping onto a
signal and listening to it is not possi-
ble with a telephone butt set. The
new digital equivalent is needed.
Analog audio could be evaluated
with butt sets, oscilloscopes and dis-
tortion analyzers. Digital audio has its
equivalents, but instead of confirm-
ing signal to noise and harmonic
distortion, we now measure for bit -
error rate and jitter.

Tools to evaluate the physical medi-
um are still required. Because most of
the media used for digital audio came
from the computer industry, cable
checkers and hard drive diagnostic
tools have become regular tools.

Fortunately, by planning the sys-
tem carefully and using the proper
equipment, maintaining high quality
digital audio can be easy.

Learn more about evaluating per-
ceptual audio encoding online. Look
for the side-
bar article
to this story
online. The Online

Radio Technology Leader

broadcast equipment that yol. will be using
in the next decade, so be sure to install
cable that can handle all types of signals-
both analog and digital. This method costs
more in the short term, which: is why
superior managers insist on this approach.

2. Dcuble the installation time. Ever
heard the words, "Why can't :hey just
work faster?' Any cable instaler can work
faster. However, faster rarely means better.
A kinked cable and a poorly ,itted
connector-pulled together I. ider

deadli le-may indeed work at first.
Howeier, we rarely get the second
chance of hearing a digital signal
degrade gradually (in time to fix the
problEm). With digital signals, we are
more ikely to experience the "cliff
effect,' where now you hear it-and
then you don't.

Jim Paluzzi is professor of broadcast tech-
nology at Boise State University, and serves
as general manager for Boise State Radio.

Radio Systems'

Lowest
P ck up some today Prices

Ever

Radio Systems

has lowered the prices on all

tudio consoles, timers, distribution

amplifiers-
even their new digital hybrid.

Call your distributor
or Radio Systems today!

6ot. H eron Drive, Bridgeport, New Jersey oficrice

(856) 46; -8000 voice, (856) 467-3o44 fax

www.radiosystems.com

www.beradio.com
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Deciding to use a computer -based audio
storage and delivery system is easy.

Choosing which one is right
for your station is another matter.

is gotten to the point where I'm horrified to see
a cart machine in use at a radio stationing about
every feature we have appreciated in the broad-

cast cartridge has been replaced by a more flexible and
better -sounding altennativeThe economics are such that

a digital delivery system is not only preferred but is
necessary for the efficient operation of a radio station.
The most important function of a standard digital audio

delivery system is spot and music playback. Systems built
around this function are typically the centerpiece of modern

studio operations. Most systems offer options or features to
accommodate on -the -fly playback of elements like beds,jingles.
bits, etc., but most are designed to simplify the core studio
operation and offer greater reliability. Each system is unique and
is adjusted to match a station's specific needs and the talent's
requirements. For this reason, there are no solutions that would
apply everywhere. System design, installation, and execution
depends on the expertise of people who know the operation to
select the appropriate system and adalx tools and modules

available in a g i ven brarns of system.As the station
engineering manager, you are in the most unique
position to perform these tasks and release the
potential new technology.

Recent nts in audio and data delivery have
put press on sutipliersof delivery systems to expand
their opti and interconnectivity to accommodate
audio streaming, spot insertion, and interactivity. Many
systems offer control aid voice tracking from remote
locations like affiliated stations or remote broadcast sites.
Most companies now offer, or are working on, solutions for
these issues and much more.

It's fortunate that there isa wide variety of choices available with
a wide range of features and price points.You should be able to
find everything you need for your station through these compa-
nies and even discover new ways to make your life easier.The list
of syst ems outlined here iscomprehensive but not complete You
should contact the manufacturers or your broadcast equipment
supplier for more information.
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Process This!

The NEW A ptie7: '1,4)2

Theoriginal A-JheK Moael 2020 audio processor set the standard for audio quality, loudness

and extended coverage. Not content to sit on its laurels Aphex continued to research ways to improve
performance even further. The result is the 2o2oMklI.

New processing algorithms and circuit designs, in addition to the fifteen proprietary circuits' from the
original, allow even greater loudness without sacrificing a clean, natural sound. The Mkll's increased
flexibility also gives a station the ability to create its own unique sonic signature. New features
include a split band optical high frequency limiter, a low distortion overshoot compensated low pass
filter' (with no spurs), improved remote control interface, RDS, and dual composite outputs.

Audition the new 2020 Mkll on your station and you'll find that Aphex has really done its homework-
creat.ng a processo- with performance and features unmatched at any price. The 2o2oMk1I-in a class

by itself.

APHEx Improving the way the world soundssm
11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.ASYSTEMS 818-767-2929 Fax: 818-767-2641 www.aphex.com
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Enco
www.enco.com

DADPro

Audio Hardware: Antex, Digigram,
Soundblaster

OS: MS Windows 98/NT

Network OS/Protocol: MS TCP/IP

DADPro uses a workstation plat-
form with a variety of on -screen
windows that can be tailored for
users' needs. Player windows allow
live assist or fully automated modes
and transparent transition between
modes, with support of crossfaded or
overlapped segue transitions, voice
tracks, and automatic spot rotations.
Some of the players can be user -
customized cart walls or instant -play
hot buttons. The recorder windows
can be used for automatic phone
recording, editing and automated/
unattended network feed acquisition.
The system can use the Orban Air-

Time Brick control surfaces. Control
of external gear is achieved using

serial communications or a
GPI interface. Enco pro-
vides graphic two -track
waveform editing and a

separate multichannel editor. File
import from popular editing software
is supported.

MediaTouch

www.hnediatouch.com
iMediaTouch

Audio Hardware: Antex, Standard Pro
Audio Cards, Soundblaster

OS: MS Windows NT/2000

Network OS/Protocol: MS TCP/IP

The company's products are designed
to allow remote operation of automa-
tion system from remote and/or mul-
tiple locations. MediaTouch software
programs have codecs by QDesign
(MP2), Fraunhoffer (MP3), Microsoft
(ADPCM & Windows WMA) and PCM.
All formats can be played in overlaps
simultaneously, regardless of audio card
capability. MediaTouch touch -screen
interfaces are designed to reduce or
eliminate the mouse pointer table chase
and increase the speed and efficiency
of live -assist operations.

Arrakis
www.arrakis-systems.com

Digilink Free
Digilink DL4-MAX

Audio Hardware: Any Windows -
compliant hardware

OS: MS Windows 98/NT/2000/ME

Digilink Free is suited for stations
using automation for fully automated
and live -assist operation. The DL4-
Max system is based on the DL4-Max
engine, a self-contained on -air and
production system with 210 hours of
audio storage. Networking is not sup-
ported. Stations must supply one
Windows PC for production and one
PC for on -air.

Prophet Systems
www.prophetsys.com

NexGen

Audio Hardware: Proprietary

OS: Microsoft Windows NT/2000

Network OS/Protocol: MS TCP/IP

Prophet has a long history of offering
automation systems. NexGen is de-
signed to offer extensive tools for

Live Assist, Satellite Automation,, Music-on4lardleative

11:=2111.11111111=11=1
i'dlt §cripts Qpeons Recorder belp

!mil
alcove, 1-800-795-7234

Since 1993 we've built the world's
easiest to operate digital audio
systems. No one else even comes
close.

Feature rich, robust, and reliable
CartWorks systems continue to
deliver rock solid performance along
with the latest features.

No, we're not the cheapest choice,
just the best. And when
it comes to support, CartWorks
is second to none.

By: dbm Systems, Inc.
www. c.a MAN( KS, COM apt -re
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companies who are consolidating
operations and voice tracking or fully -
automating their stations. Prophet's
WAN -casting system allows stations to
share and use system data and audio
between interconnected sites.

Broadcast Electronics
www.audiovault.com

Vault2/VaultXpress

Audio Hardware: Standard Pro Audio
Cards, SoundBlaster

OS: Windows NT, 2000

Network OS/Protocol:
Microsoft Netbui/TCP/IP

Broadcast Electronics offers and sup-
ports the original AudioVault sys-
tems, updated to support Windows
2000. In Vault2 and VaultXpress,
Broadcast Electronics employs the
AVAir and AVRecord user interfaces
but has replaced the AV100 cards
with industry -standard audio cards
including the SoundBlaster.

Broadcast Software
International

www.bsiusa.com
Simian Automation

Wavecart Digital Cart Replacement
Webconnect Pro System remote control

and notification
Stinger Instant Audio player

Audio Hardware: Audioscience, SoundBlaster

OS: MS Windows 95, 98, NT, 2000

Network OS/Protocol: Microsoft TCP/IP

BSI offers Stinger, an automation
and cart replacement/instant audio
product. Companion products use
standard PC hardware and the Audio -
science audio adapters. The Simian
automation system manages satellite
operation playback, live assist and
background recording.

Computer Concepts
Corporation

www.cccedcs.com
Maestro

Audio Hardware: Audioscience,
Digigram, Standard Pro Audio Cards

OS: MS Windows NT

Nework OS: Novell

The Computer Concepts system is
designed to work directly with the
company's Visual Traffic system but
can interface with scheduling and traf-
fic with minor effort.

Smarts Broadcast
www.smaitsboadmiLcom

www.onairusa.com
Smartcaster

RadioSuite HD

Operating System: DOS/Windows/Linux

Network OS: TCP/IP or LANTastic

The Smartcaster digital audio sys-
tem is designed to interface with
the Smarts traffic and billing system
and the Smarts Digital Program
Director (DPD) music scheduling

Audio
cIGINGry

s 'owe
stems

system. The critical parts of the
Smartcaster system are based on
DOS, but system control and the
user interfaces are Windows -based.
Smarts has purchased On Air Digital,
which offers a Linux-Base digital
audio system. The On Air Digital
RadioSuite HD system has been
successful in use by stations running
music or live -assist formats.

Digital doesn'il have to mean difficult. With Logitek,y,cu:. studic
wirrig and cor figurations are beautifully simple - and completely

flexible. Combine analog and digital sources easily arc control
them from anywhere. Centrally locate al_ of your audie sources,
share them iiroughout your facility, network your aadio with
high speed viol connections and easily manage cur audio

distribution, routing and mixing.

Find out tow at 81)0231.5870 or www.logitekaudio.com

N

Logitek
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RCS

www.rcsworks.com
Master Control

Audio Hardware: Standard Pro Audio
Cards, Soundblaster

OS: MCDos

Network OS/Protocol: Novell

RCS offers standard software for
music and promo scheduling with
Selector and Linker. Master Control is
the companion automation product
with integration into all RCS prod-
ucts. There are interfaces for all pop-
ular traffic software via XML or ASCII.

Netia Digital Audio
www.netia.fr

Radio -Assist 7

Audio Hardware: Digigram
OS: Microsoft Windows NT

Network OS/Protocol: MS TCP/IP

The system can interface to ENPS,
the Associated Press' news process-
ing system. It is now possible to
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associate audio and text for
editing on a single screen

with database links. The system's
latest software offers many possibil-
ities for console integration through
the use of highly configurable GPI
I/Os. Relay orders with applications
for multicasting, can be inserted.

Dalet Digital Media
Systems USA

www.dalet.com
DaletPlus

Audio Hardware: Antex
OS: MS Windows

Network OS/Protocol: MS TCP/IP

Dalet's system supports a multime-
dia environment. The Multimedia
scheduler provides scheduling capa-
bility for radio and associated media.
Dalet holds to a "produce once, broad-
cast many" approach, allowing the
company's radio broadcast system to
integrate with its audio production,
digital content management, news
and playback systems.

-

Did say that?
NV"

111001... DIM 14

:;) l1......

Aitt
888-665-0501 or 866-299-2728
Website: http://www.imediatouch.com
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Cartworks/dbm Systems
www.cartworks.com

Cart Works

Audio Hardware: Audioscience

OS: MS Windows 98/2000 Pro

Network OS/Protocol: MS TCP/IP

Cartworks uses individual PC work-
stations for live assist, voice tracking
and satellite automation. Audio from
home computers, professional digi-
tal audio workstations, the Internet
or most any source can be played
without conversion. The system sup-
ports Standard Microsoft WAV, MPEG,
and other digital audio formats.

IBM/Jutel Oy
www.jutel.fl

RadioMan

Audio Hardware: Digigram/IBM
OS: UNIX/MS Windows NT

Network OS/Protocol: IBM TCP/IP

RadioMan is designed for collabo-
rative operation. Multiple station

Software from

- Mic Skimrrer, Logger. Time Shift Recorder

(ALL 3 FUNCTIONS SIMULTANEOUS)

Available, 2ch, 4ch and 8ch stereo

- 4 mono, 8 mono and 16 mono

- Record up io 4 separate streams per input

16 total on a 4th card

- Rec3rds in 1/1P2, MP3, PCM, ADPCM

and Windows Media Audio (WMA)

- Retrieve audio using a web browser

Perpetual 24 / 7 logging

- Scheduled recording for satellite shows

- Time shift recording (Best off Shows)

- Auto -archive or auto -purge

- Built-in web and FTP services

- Windows 98/NT/2000
Copynghl02001 Med.alogger - All Rpsls Reserved



departments can be working with
files simultaneously. RadioMan is
designed to be a complete automa-
tion solution and encompasses a
vast array of products for schedul-
ing, editing, Internet and digital
broadcasting, data transmission, and
file management.

LPB

www.lpbinc.com
Weblockey

Salsa (DOS & Windows)

Audio Hardware: Standard Pro Audio
Cards, Soundblaster

OS: MS Windows 98

LPB's Webjocky is designed as a
cart replacement solution for stations
with limited budgets, webcasters or
LPFM operators and supports MP3
and WAV file playback, includes a
36 -key instant player, and offers on -
air, next and played LED indicators,
on -screen faders, and individual mut-
ing for each channel. Salsa, a larger -

scale automation system,
offers GPI controls, event
scheduling, news and traffic as avail-
able options.

Scott Studios
www.scottstudios.com

SS32

Audio Hardware: Audioscience
OS: MS Windows 2000

Network OS/Protocol: MS TCP/IP

The SS32 products offer config-
urable user interfaces designed by
DJs. Voice tracking, newsroom soft-
ware and a phone call recorder are
available. The system is designed
to integrate with such production
software as Audicy, Sound Forge
and CoolEdit. Audio cuts can be
accessed using a cart wall screen,
which is accessible remotely. Scott
integrates with many traffic and
music software systems and offers
methods for Internet ad substitution
that work with its on -air systems.

ud storage
sysgtoms

Register Data Systems

www.registerdata.com
The Phantom

Audio Hardware: AudioScience, Antex
OS: DOS

Network 06/Protocol: Snap Server

Based on an open system architec-
ture, the Phantom can record audio
feeds while playing back and switch to
external feeds. Information is displayed
concisely with pull -down menus to
guide users. Schedules can be loaded
for times years in the future. Audio files
can be retimed to fit set windows.
Bany Thomas is chief technology officer of
Stratos Audio Inc. and a contract engineer
in the Los Angeles area.

The Online
Radio Technology Leader
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AM
Transmitters

 1.4 

Model - Pulsar 5000
"We Sell Two AM Transmitters Every Week"

 250 8 500 watt. 1 KW. 2 KW. 5 KW. 10 KW

 Solid State PDM

 140 0 Modulation

 High Efficiency

 "They Sound Like FM"

ENERGY-ONIX
The Transmitter People

Tele-Link
by Energy -Opts

The only stereo quality STL link to utilize the

"Free Internet Highway"
Standard system provides bi-directional stereo.

Versions available with 2, 4, and 8 channels.

Contact Energy-Onix or your
Energy-Onix dealer for price &

delivery information.

1306 River Street
Valatie, New York 12184

FM
Transmitters

Model - ECO-25

"We Sell One FM Transmitter Every Day-

 1 KW to 50 KW

 Excit:Ks 10 W to 300 W

 Solid State 8 1 Tube models

Toll Free Phone: 888-324-6649
Fax: 518-758-1476

E -Mail: info@energy-onix.com
Web page: www.energy-onix.com
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Prodtilts
By Cindy Hoist, associate editor

Handheld LAN analyzer
Fluke Networks

V NetTool: This product combines cable,
network and desktop testing functionality
into a single unit. NetTool includes a cable-
testing capability, eliminating the need for
a separate basic cable tester. The unit
monitors network health for full -duplex
connections. NetTool features individual
frame counts for the desktop and network
conversations. The device shows protocol
mismatches between the PC and the net-
work, and identifies unwanted protocols.
NetTool displays advertised speed,
duplex capability and final link configura-
tion. The standard NetTool tester pro-
vides single -ended testing of cable and

desktop -to -network connectivity. The inline model allows
users to eavesdrop on the PC -to -hub link pulse negotiation
process. Both models feature flash ROM technology for
software upgrades.

800 -28 -FLUKE; fax 425-446-5019
www.11ukenetworks.com; info @ flu kenetworks.com

Circle (251) on Free Info Card
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Monitor speaker
Yamaha

MSP3: The MSP3 is a two-way
powered speaker system designed to
provide high quality monitoring for a
home studio, computer -based record-
ing systems, personal computers and
music keyboards. Features include a
4 inch woofer

housed in a
bass reflex design cabinet, a 3/4" dome
tweeter and 20W of output power.
Each cabinet contains balanced XLR
connectors, 1/4" phone jacks and RCA
connectors, plus trim switches and
full magnetic shielding.

714-522-9011; fax 714-522-9522
www.yamaha.corniproaudlo

Circle (261) on Free Info Card
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live Or Air & Automation Software

Fully Featured - High Powered

1 WEEK PLAY SCHEDULE

. Timed Record Schedule for News

Uses Standard PC Sound

AVAILABLE FOR DOWNLOAD AT:

r
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r
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(
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Multiple processor system
TC Electronic

DB-8: Keep production sim-
ple and fast using the stereo up -
convert facility of DB-8. Disable
upconversion when transmitting,
leaving only loudness control and limiting in the
signal path. The 48 -bit processing of DB-8 ensures
pristine audio quality under all conditions. DB-8
features true loudness and multiband processing,
consistent level control across programs and maximum speech intelligibility. The unit offers 8xMono, 4xStereo and
5.1 combinations, and format conversion and flexible routing. The DB-8 allows intersample accurate limiting for
maximum sound quality from compression codecs. In addition, DB-8 offers silent update delay adjustments in

combination with other processing.
805-373-1828; fax 805-379-2648

www.tcelectronic.com
info@tcelectronic.com

Circle (259) on Free Info Card
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Digital audio workstation
Sonic Sense

- - ==I

Sonkorder: A custom integration of
recording software, soundcard, and con-
figuration of high -quality laptop com-
puters prepared to fit each recordist's
needs. Including a maximum capacity
hard -drive and an optimized build of
Windows, Sonicorder is changing the
way audio material can be recorded
outside of studio walls. Sonicorder
customized laptops are prepared with
proper settings to assure that your
important recordings are as safe on
the computer as they ever could
have been on tape. The Sonicorder
system is offered on machines that
have been tested extensively. Addi-
tionally, for those interested in having
their own laptops prepared for field
recording, Sonic Sense offers custom-
ization services.

877-324-4463; fax 303-753-0817
www.sonicsense.com

Circle (257) on Free Info Card
or go to www.beradio.com

P

martbroadcasting that consistently hits your audience

on target through the air means sending it through space first.

There's economy, consistent quality and a record of technical

dependability. NPR Satellite Services offers this network experience and

engineering savvy that'll give you those celestial results! Our space segment,

C -band, and Ku -hand receiver options are priced affordably at under

$1,6(X). And using your existing gear or building your network from the

ground up, we're there to help you with 24/7 operational support anytime,

anywhere...

call 202-513-2626 or visit us at www.nprss.org

-- we won't leave you up in the air!

I' \ oh I s'

www.beradio.com

Circle (134) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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When you think of
solving problems or
designing systems,
think of ROL. The
creators of over
200 solutions.

Only the finest in performance, reliability
and customer support from the

"Specialists in Practical Precision Engineering"-

RDL
Radio Design Labs

Toll free (800) 281-2683
Local (++1) 805 684-5415

Europe (++31) 20-6238 983
Web Page www rdlnet corn

Circle (1351 on Free Info Card or qo to www.beradio.com

New Products
Digital aucio console
Wheatston.:
V D-5000:The consr.le's modular design allows users to hot -

swap all nodules fix on air servicing. Featcres include a

traditional user iiterf ice, four ste-eo m:x 3uws and fexible
mainframe .ayou:opcons. The ur. t is available with up to 26
input modeles. In,uts can be fielc:-:onverted f-orn analog to
digital (and back) through a simple daugEter:-_oard change.
Users have a cho ce r- 32, 44.1 or 48kHz console clock rates.

The serial port
allc.ws true inte-
gr ion with rout-
ers and automa-
tior systems. Also
incluied is a

deCicated phone
modu_e with DSP
gemeratedMXM;

two it. s can he combined fir up to four MXM sends.
All channel fader, display and switch setting are addres-
sable via tf e serial ?on for remote cnn-sol and router/
automation comw_unication. Exclusive VD1P software al-
lows configuration wall a tiptop PC. Once configured, the
console run; star d ilc ne.

232-6-7008 fax 25? -1137-1285
www.wheatstane con; sales0 Nheatstc le.caorn

Circle C260) of Fre Into Card or g to wv,w.Dera  i0.:0M

Worried About Giving Off the Wrong Signals?
... All You Need Is a Little

When your livelihood depends on making
everything look and sound great, a Furman MS
Series Confidence Monitor can help you be sure
your signals are delivered as planned. The aptly -
named monitors ensure that analog audio,
digital audio, or video signals are present and
meet established quality standards before being
broadcast, recorded or otherwise distributed.

All units feature high -
output magnetically shielded
speakers; wide -range, high -
visibility, 14 -segment meters
with dimmer and VU/PPM switch; selectable +4
dBu or +8 dBu meter reference; a high -power,
low -distortion headphone amplifier; Phase
indicators; Signal Present indicators on all

input/output ports: Speaker Mute switch, Volume
and Balance slide controls; and universal 100-240
VAC agency -listed externa_ power supply.

Plus, they don't take up a lot of room - each
unit is housel in a siEgle-space chassis :ha:
occupies minimal rack area. An up -to -three-year
Limited Warranty is also part of the package. Try
the MS Series, and watch your confidence soar!

174_77  f: feet. . ow vow

 0 I
4' .... V

FURMAN SOUND, INC., 1997 South McDowell Blvd., Petaluma, -California 94954-6919 z=.:-.7-==..=
Phone: 707-763-1010, Fax: 707-763-1310, Website: www.furmansound.com, E-mail: info@ furmansound.com Jr 01111,11111,

Circle (137) on Free Info Card or go to www.berad
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New Products
Broadcast audio processor
Ontnia

A Omnia-6: A broadcast audio pro-
cessor using a 96kHz sampling rate
and 24 -bit resolution, Omnia-6
features five bands of AGC (Auto-
matic Gain Control), six bands of
limiting and a user -adjustable cross-
over network. Omnia-6 is DAB ready
and ITU BS 412 compliant. Other
features include remote control via
modem, RS -232 or TCP/IP and
built-in Omnia SPACE-EFX stereo
enhancement. Omnia-6 offers
preset storage using PCMCIA cards
(up to 30 presets per card).

216-241-3343; tax 216-241-4103
wentaomniaaudio.comInto@omniaaudio.com

Circle (254) on Free Info Card
or go to www.beradio.com

NTI New Sind Generation
...Would like to welcome :he newest memper of the Minst-iments family,

the Digilyzer DL1

161

The Digilyzer OH handles v -Thailly all digital audio

formats including ADAT up to 96kHz ianroling rate.

Simple and intuitive operdion to monitor, analyze

and troubleshoot any digital signal.

Together, the Minstruments ompreiensively provice

your audio measurement solutions at an outstanding value.

Please look us up at:
Neutrik Test Instruments (NTI) 35;0 Griffi-.h St, St -Laurent, FQ, Canada, H4T 1A7

Tel: (514) 344 5220  Toll fret- 80) 661 6388  canada@nt instruments.corr  wwn.nt-instruments com

Circle 136) on Free I -ifo Card or go to www.beradio.com

I lean What The Hype Is All About
"The C-3 is THE HIP new guitar mic. t gives your Marshalls
that phat-gut-punch we all crave. 1'1 never cut anotIliV
record without one."
Scott Rouse -Producer, Grammy Nominee, Nashville, Tennessee

I have a microphone "wish list". You have allowed_
me to check off both the U87 with the Cl and the
C12 with the T3.
Ted Perlman - oducer/Arranger/Conposer

Bob t)i,in Chicago, Kaci, 2gether, Young MC

One of the best vocal mics in the world is the $300
Studio Projects Cl. You can spe id way more for-
"one of those" mics from Germany if your ego demands
it, but the Cl is certainly the soric equivalent.
Pete Leoni -Producer Engineer, Tech writer and t evievor -

StudioProjects
P M 1

N11 D10 Group

p

PMI Audio Grot p
23773 Matisim 31 , Torrance, CA 90505 LISA

toll het? 877 5636335 tx,i 310 373 4714
Visit Us Or Imo dt www studroprniectsusa.cons-

CI
Singli-pattern

CardroI
List $rA

Pim rim '1

C3 T3
Mu ti -pattern Variable ;mitt rn

Cardiad, Pad. Filter Tubs

List f59/9 Lust $110.9

All models I., ihockmuunt

  0
Sam*,

0. - tflIt' "7"

CD -tkItir*

11 1
Tehe Mic Pre, Discreet Class A/B swirclerg

with variable Mho Drive List $299

circle (138) on Free Info Card or gc to www.beradio.com
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firwill14
Is "Processor Delay',
driving your DJ ---*-pi,0,
Use MoniSwitch to eliminate it! -

Mc'niSwitch is a special audio switcher that auto-
maticalty switches tr e DJ's headphones from "air" to
"local' when the mic is on. Those weird echoes and
flar giic effects are gone!

Quck and easy installation...
wolks with any console's
Mic Tally output.

MoniSwitch ;s IN STOCK a
Henry Engineering dealers

taNd'.4111%ste,de

Tel: 626.355.3656
Fax: 626.355.0077

Circle (139) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

New Products
Studio furniture line
Middle Atlantic Products

A MultiDesk Video: This fur-
niture line is made up of a variety of

modular desks, overbridge and side -bay
systems that can be customized to suit the individual needs
of any application. Each MDV system has been designed with
proper ergonomics at the forefront and features a graphite
top and sturdy steel -tube legs. Any of the six models in the
MDV line can be combined to allow the user to personalize
their workspace to meet their specific requirements. Users
can choose from two styles of corner desks or a straight desk
and build upon each with a four-rackspace overbridge,
connecting wedge and 12 -space side rack. In addition, a
caster kit is available to add wheels to each side rack.

973-839-1011: fax 973-839-1976
www.middleatlantic.com: sales XV middleatlantic.com

Circle (252) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

PROPFIET SYSTEMS INNOVATIONS

Ts. iialk *ALA ',7*/ 41 NexGen

Another NexGen Digital System is Installed.

PROPHET SYSTEMSinc v a one
877/ 774-1010
www.prophetsys.com
sales@prophetsys.com

What do Clear Channel,
CBS/Infinity, Sirius Satellite
Radio, and the largest private
group of stations in Mexico
have in common?

NexGen Digital.

What sets Prophet Systems apart from our competitors?

Our attitude towards service and support!

NexGen Digital, the latest generation in a long line of
cutting -edge digital audio systems.

44 BE Radio November 2001
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New Products
Software remote control
Statmon Technologies

Statmon EMS: The software platform of this
device enables the networking, monitor-

ing and remote control of any device,
and any quantity, in any network. Fea-
tures of the unit include real-time com-
mand recognition and status updates;

global computer network management;
full event logging; real-time Internet ac-
cess to data, control functions and moni-

toring of mission -critical systems; automation; and fail-
safe problem solving abilities. The EMS also offers
assurance against system downtime and is fully scalable
and customizable. Emergency alarms are available via
telephone, e-mail and wireless devices. The system
uses off -the -shelf hardware and software in conjunction
with a standard personal computer, notebook, pocket
computer, or other handheld computerized device. The
UIF 2 interface system is also available from
Statmon Technologies.

310-440-8053; fax 310-278-6585
www.statmon.com; Info@statmon.com

Circle (258) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

KA1010001

Operate From
Across the Desk or
Across the Country...

or *MX

rfun 001

;11 t,als- Iit

* 6 CHANNEL STEREO MIXER

* On Board CPU and RS -232 Port

* 8 Presettable Macros / 8 TTL Outputs

* Computer Control or
Stand Alone Operation

Get Details
Jim Withers 314-345-1030
LWAV.radiomax.con

Ci (140) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

JTA(k, Mk, Mk, TAtk, TA(k, tilk, Mk, TAW Toitk, TRik, TAU, Yak,

-1 RF 6pecialtieci
EAST: Pittsburgh 866.736.3736, Philadelphia
WEST: California -North 888-737-7321, South

NORTHWEST: Seattle
SOUTHWEST: Texas 800-537-1801,

CENTRAL: Missouri
SOUTH: Florida,

WWW . rf spec . com

"RF is GOOD for You!"

888-260-9298

800-346-6434

800-735.7051

888-839-7373

800-467-7373

800-476-8943

TS61 2 Six -Line Telephone System
The TS612 six -line telephone system is an excellent choice for broadcast
talk shows. A basic TS612 system consists of a rack mounted control sys-
tem, two internal digital hybrids, six telephone line inputs and outputs,
and a tabletop control surface. Features include: auto mix -minus; tele-
phone line selection and conference buttons; Split -Caller and Split -
Hybrids modes; a handset for talking with callers off-line; remote control
via RS -232; and expandability to 12 lines and up to 3 control surfaces.

24 -bit and 16 -bit Telephone Hybrids
Gentner's DH30 digital hybrid provides the highest quality audio interface between
your telephone line and audio equipment. With its 24 -bit digital signal processing,
it's an excellent hybrid for use with your digital or analog console.
Features include: three remote -accessible presets; auto mix -minus; adjustable com-
pressor and expander; acoustic echo cancellation; three -band digital EQ; balanced
analog XLR I/O; and balanced digital AES/EBU I/O.
Gentner also offers the SPHIO analog hybrid with auto filtering and equalization and
two digital hybrids, the DH2O single and DH22 dual, each with 16 -bit digital signal
processing.

 :. e4

 - iirtstwto 00
-4

Gentner
PC

101 libla 1041 lflei 11)101 'VI 101 'VI lel 'VI 10.1.
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NANOAMP SERIES
Problem Solvers

DM200-DIGITAL MONITOR
D/AMETERHEADPHONE.LINE OUT.

COMPACTFlELD OR STUDIODESK OR RACK MOUNT

AES/EBU Digital Input Signals
-Sample Rates 27 to 96kHz
XLR, RCA and BNC Inputs
Loop-thru Inputs w/switchable terminations
*Transformer Isolated Inputs
*24 Bit D/A Converter
*Headphone, Meter and Stereo Balanced
Line Outputs

UL & CE 24 VDC remote power supply

AUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED

Dedicated tosixuxIengineering

AT1328W. MapL.VViihe.1 It xNlkun, PA 19(44

800-959-03070215-14341330
Fax:215-443-0394

xxwatipi>s.cotn
Ftrel3nxili ble 1 'lion Request

Circle (143) on Free Info Card
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BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE

Longley-Ritv 0% er 3-1) Terrain

Professional software packages for
preparing FCC applications & plotting

coverage. For Windows & NT.

 Create "real -world" coverage maps
& interference studies with Longley-
Rice, TIREM, FTP, FCC & other
models using polygon map features.

 Search for AM, FM, TV, DTV, &
LPTV channels with graphics oriented
programs and FCC databases.

 'Plot STL paths in 3-D using 3 -Arc
second terrain datehases...and more!

oft
VaILS-01 F,1 1 IT 11 1-1r31Z13
itioadtast Communisations Solttsare
nd Engineering Consulting

800-743-3684  www.v-soft.com
Circle (144) on Free Info Card
or go to www.beradio.com.
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VISA

REMEMBER THE
CORTANA FOLDED
UNIPOLE ANTENNA?
WE STILL MAKE IT
WITH THE SAME
HIGH QUALITY
MATERIALS AND
WORKMANSHIP.
IT FEATURES...

 BROAD BANDWIDTH
for better sound.

 GROUNDED ANTENNA
for lighting & static electricity.

 ELIMINATES ISOCOUPLERS
in VHF & UHF antenna lines.

 BEST ANTENNA FOR
DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS.

Also

DETUNING SYSTEMS FOR
ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR AM

COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS,

POWER LINES, TANKS OR ANY METAL

STRUCTURE.

FOR INFORMATION CALL, FAX OR WRITE:

II t
frrrr, f/1111171111/11

4001 La Plata Hwy
Farmington. NM 87401

phone 505-327-5646 fax 505-325-1142

Circle (145) on Free Info Card
or .o to www.beradio.com.

CUSTOM CABINETRY & PREWIRED SYSTEMS
BUILDING STUDIO'S FOR OVER 34 YEARS

Q101
CHICAGO

RAM BROADCAST SYSTEMS, INC.
Www.ramsyscom.com PHONE: 800-779-7575 FAX: 847-487-2440
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NEED SATELLITE TIME'?
ARE YOU CURRENTLY PAYING

TOO MUCH?
We have a number of slots available on

GE Americom GE -5 satellite (79° West).

Access to otherGE satellites also available.

Ifyou use Radyne-Comstream uplink equipment tow
your network, here is what we can do for you!

64 kbps QPSK 1/2 FEC * $850.00
(10 kHz mono)
128 kbps QPSK 1/2 FEC * $1,250.00
(20 kHz stereo channel or dual mono)
192 kbps QPSK 1/2 FEC * $1,850.00
(20 kHz stereo channel or dual mono)
* per month/5 year lease/Ku band only

50 state coverage. Typical receive EbNo 10-12 using 1.8M Dish.

We can also provide dual illumination while you make the transition:

River Communications, Inc.
211 River Road

(5 Walden, NY 12586
800-0K RADIO2

2 800-657-2346RIVER oo sales(a)riverc.com

Circle (148) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com.

F  Ployy np7. wv and many abut capithwardlobirib
E roars ykleo lamas

Autyysk Ow* rievab and Fads outs
A  Schodure SOON ara Unary
 only RAryons Oro Sounicara la ,y bawd)

Pam L s Saliba FOS&

U Ful San Aulowskon o Lree Awe
R Lase Iwo ind der at in player

Siena Detector br on-ar smartyErmae Download Free Demo
http://www.raduga.net
Or call fo more info)

513-837-0714

Circle (147) on Free Info Cad or go to www.beradio.com.

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150
GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.

257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
FAX 740-592-3898

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone line.

 5 two-way RS inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs am
transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation

 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels

 Now available with optional built in character generator which
can crawl alert messages and station ID on the hour

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty
 2 minutes of digital audio storage
 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other

equipment by removable plugs
 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio cut

for second transmitter

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com E-mail: jimg(a Borman-redlich.com

°Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlledsynthesized

digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, Character generators.

A
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Once you view o
CD demo, we kn
want the softwar

FREE
you will

gtif, ace see lowpeice

tkc rgeeoug
gixaff Iffart6t

discouicte

No Obligation!
See what the Traffic C.O.P. for
Windows can do for you!

Call Now (800) 275-6204
www.broadcastdata.com

Circle (150) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com.

FM Channel Study
Software for your PC

r .

Li, _-_ i' Li
SW-- _ Show Oro.
W Unwed 17 P......P C. PI 17 IA/4mM
p Ateledice A 211Eaowl -r
P Adam P NINImert
W Wm,. 17 - Flewr wire 17 ry oe
Nowa lila

1-

Actual
screen
shot of
rfDetective's

display
showing
an open
channel

rfDetective-Pro uses FCC data that you can download for free!

Free job viewer can be downloaded from rfDetective.com

rfDetective is incredibly powerful and packed with
features, yet is intuitive and easy for everyone to use.

Find out why you should be using rfDetective products!
Call us or visit us on the web at http://www.rfdetective.com/

rfEngInEETS.COM
(352) 336-7223 / fax 367-1725

Circle (151) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com.

When you require the ultimate in accurate timing

WHEN you require the best, most
accurate in precision timing look only
to ESE. Designed for "Precision
Timing", ESE Master Clocks &

Accessories have been the industry standard for
over three decades.

Whether using GPS. WWV, Modem, Crystal or line

frequency accuracy - all ESE Master Clocks can
drive digital or analog slave clocks, as well as
interface with video and/or computer based systems.

142 Sierra Street
El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone: (310) 322-2136
Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com

Circle (152) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com.
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Automating Programs? No Problem!

Sub -03 shown with
Rack Mount Option

The SUB -03b Subaudible Tone Decoder
You can use the Sub -03 to
automate your network feeds
or take the guess work out of
when to cut away from
networks. The decoder listens
to your audio source and gives
you dry contact closures from
any service that sends
subaudible tones, including
satellite receivers, RPUs and
POTS frequency extenders.
The decoder's relay contacts
interface easily with your
automation system. The Sub -
03 is a reliable and inexpensive
problem solver. The Sub -03
can be ordered set for 50/75Hz
operation. Rack mount option

(as shown) available. List Price
only S329.00 Check our website

for more info or to download
the latest manuals.

The Sub -03's features include:

'..Interlocked. dry relay closure
outputs for 25, 35 & combo.

'..Balanced or unbal. audio input
',A.Provides filtered. balanced out

'Indicators for all three tones,
audio level setting & power.

'A -Enable input lets you (or your
automation) prevent closures.

'eUses standard 1/4" TRS (head
phone style) jacks for all audio

r-Db-9 and screw terminal outs,

Recommended and used
by networks everywhere!

n n n tn rl n rl

Cw
L1 L1 LI LI

CircuitWerkes
3716 SW 3rd Place

Gainesville, Florida 32607
(352) 335-6555 / fax 380-0230

http://www.circuitwerkes.com

Circle (154) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com.

Transcoiu ( 'orporat ion
am a FM transmitters

Visit our no$ internet site at 11Ns .Intanit% mint
Send your email request to: transconvg tnamtv.com

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters Authorized Representatives for all
major equipment manufacturers. Let us send you a customized quote!

300W FM 988 Ilarris FM 3181K Solid State - Single Phase
I KW FM 981 Harris FM I K Single Phase
I KW FM 968 Harris FM 11-1
2.4KW FM 995 QEI Quantum Sld State upgadeable to 6KWz -.5KW FM 984 Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase

r=4
2.5KW
2.5KW

FM
FM

980
979

Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase
Harris FM 2.5K

Z 2.5KW FM 976 Collins 83ID Single Phase

r- 3.8KW FM 994 Continental 814,1 Solid State, Single Phase

= 5KW
5KW

FM
FM

985
991

BE FM 5A
BE FM 58 Single Phase

6KW FM 994 Henry 6000D Single Phase
f OKW FM 974 Hams FM I011/K
25KW FM 980 CSI T -25F
30KW FM 983 BE FM 30
50K W FM 982 Harris Combiner w/auto
Combiner Exciter -transmitter switcher

EXCITERS
BE FX 30 & FX 50 Continental 802B
Harris MX -I5

CA C4 5KW AM

z E.2. 5KWI OKW AM
AM

g 50KW AM
10KW AM

50KW AM

996/8 Harris "Gates" 5 Solid State
980 Harris MWSA
989 Nautel AMPFET I() Solid State
986 Harris MW 10B
978 Continental 317C-1
982 Ilarris MW -50B

Potomac Ins. AA5I Audio Anyl. (new)
Belar SCM-I , SCA Monitor

,,  Moseley TRC-15 Remote w/Hallikainen
'" Moseley TRC 15-A Remove Control System
-, Delta 4 port SW 15/8 mot.#6730E
r, SCA Generator (MX -I5 Module)
V ATI Line Amplifier
(.4 Optimod 8100A (card 3 thru 9)

Dummy Load. 5 KW water cooled
Dummy load 2.5 KW air cooled

P.O. Box 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027
800-441-8454 (215-938-7304) Fax 215-938-7361

Circle (153) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com.

ral to ols Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters. our audio and digital audio switchers offer excellent
sonic quality. removable I/O connections. contact closures. serial remote control capabilities and

flexible mounting accessories.

SS 12.4
Active crosspoint switcher router with 12
stereo inputs and 4 stereo outputs.

1111=PIEME10111
SS 8.2

Active crosspoint switcher with 8 stereo inputs.

2 stereo plus 2 mono outputs.

ACS 4.1
Active crosspoint switcher with 4 balanced
unbalanced stereo inputs and one stereo
output with Visual Audio Level Control.

11111=m11111111F
8X2

Active crosspoint switcher with 8 stereo inputs.

2 stereo and 2 mono outputs

10X1

Passive switcher/router with 10 stereo inputs
and one stereo output or vice -versa.

8x1 DAS
Routes any one of eight AESiEBU digital
inputs to 3 common outputs.

WWI
6X1

Passive switcher/router with 6 stereo inputs
and one stereo output. or vice -versa.

3X2
Active crosspoint switcher with 3 stereo
inputs and 2 stereo outputs.

SS 3.1
Passive switcher/router with 3 stereo inputs
and one stereo output or vice -versa.

SS 2.1/BNC
Passive switcher/router with 2 composite
audio. video. or AES/EBU inputs to 2
compcsite audio, video, or AES/EBU
outputs, or vice -versa.

SM-6 SS 2.1/TERM
Stereo mixer with 6 stereo inputs. a stereo Passive switcherrouter with 2 stereo inputs

output and front panel on/off switches. to one stereo output or vice -versa.

Check out our web site for product information, list pricing and a list of distributors!

Internet: www.broadcasttools.com E-mail: bti@broadcasttools.com
Voice: 360 .854 .9559

Fax: 360 . 854 . 9479

BROADCAST
t O O Is

A

L

L

E

Y

Innovative Problem Solving Tools For Broadcast

Circle (155) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com.
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if lightifieg strikes Off your
are causing

evOmeht damage and lost -
air time - the cost of a

Otati-Cat system may be
recovered during your Mgt

lighthillg season.

AFFORDABLE
RUGGED

LIGHTNING
PROTEC

I N

The Otati-Cat
Lightififfg Pt-eve/It/off OycsIeni

provides a continuous. low -resistance discharge path for
the static electric charge on tall structures. DISSIPATION
POINTS ARE 1/8" STAINLESS STEEL RODS (not wires)
ground to needle sharpness.

ortana
Corporation, Inc.

Write or call toll -free for a free brochure!
P.O. Box 2548. Farmington, N.M. 87499-2548

Call 888-325-5336 FAX (505) 326-2337
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 online ordering

 online product search

 online catalog

 online spec sheets

 online product availability

MOUSEREL E C T R O N I C S

..I aCOMPANY

:00 (Drown

r)(1

TANN orban

Complete Soultions
for all your Equipment

& Technical Needs

EQUIPMENT SALES

' STUDIO 8 RF ENGINEERING

AUTOMATION

TURNKEY STUDIOS

ww.LightnerElectronics.com
Telephone: (814) 239-8323

1771 Beaver Dam Road
Claysburg, PA 16625

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING
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Gentler

gleenori TIO(1110011(1.
Rebuilder of Quality Tubes Since 1940.

/5412 Highway /5

Ionnglon. 11 1043S Oil.

1.800-624-16/6

mifiek.m.,,
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Solutions, Not Just Antennas.

Pattern Testing for Best Coverage

Single- and Multi -Station Designs

Rugged Design and Quality Construction

Industry Leader in Special Elevation Techniques

High -Performance Filters and Combiners

39 Years of Experience Behind Every System

Call us. We have the
solution you're looking for.

Shivel Labs®
YA Division of Howell Laboratories, Inc. Bridgton, Maine 04009 USA

(207) 647-3327 1-888-SHIVELY

sales@shlvely.com
An Employee -Owned Company

FAX (207) 647-8273

www.shively.com
ISO 9001 -Certified
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Structural Analysis

Cam I
Electronics Research, Inc,

7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

(812)925-6000
WWW . ER linc.com

4006

-Z BETE TINE

= SUM 160
ADDISON

ILYAS

E 75001

9/2/661 5227

wet* ibdg com

Russ BERGER DESIGN GROUP

litCOCING BROAD06I I ti011lY DESIGN

ARGIIII0UMN1I KIK FORKOUSIKAE SPACES

 ROOMKOUSTICSANDS9IND150171. '

NOIS1M0680811011(1511i

PrwrffrA
AppliedWif64eSS
Kevin McNamara
President & CEO

Applied Wireless. Inc
providing options

PO 00, 926
New Markel. MD 21774

tel 301 865 1011
tax., 301 865 4422

kekennkcolapplechkerelesselc

www appliedweelessinc con,

PUBLICATIONS

WWW.RADIOSHOPPER.COM

New & Used Equipment
Engineering & Web Links
Publications & Catalogs

Parts & Services

MISCELLANEOUS

www.mikeflags.corn

FOR SALE

SPACEWISE
QUALITY STUDIO FURNITURE

STURDY CUSTOMIZED HIGH .DUALITY
WOODSHOP BUILT LARGE SCALE

MODULAR SYSTEMS AND ACCESSORIES

800-775-3660 INFO@SPACEWISE.COM

WHY PAY MORE ELSEWHERE?

A.M. Radio Station
For Sale or Lease.

So. Calif. Location.
Sale $1.8 Million/
Lease $20,000. mo

Broker Co-operation
Call Marc 949/975-0544
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Class of service
By Skip Pizzi, contributing editor

When radio technologists think of signal quality,
the first things that come to mind are frequency
response, noise and distortion. By and large

progress in these areas has been some-
thing to be proud of throughout our ca-
reers, and the future looks likely to bring
more of the same.

But can this also be said for the rest of the
radio team? Is the quality of the content that
our radio signals deliver tracking the same

have overwhelmed any other element of brand -building
such as quality of service, community connection, local
enterprise and good will. Those who live in major

markets may not have
experienced the full
impact of this trend, but
likely will, as those in
smaller markets have
for some time.

The FM dial resembles an airline
seat map, with public stations

inhabiting the front end of the dial,
and commercial stations filling up
the higher numbered rows behind.

trend? While broadcast engineers have consistently done
more with less, the content side seems to consistently do

less with more. Consolidation has
pushed profits up, but the variety and
depth of material broadcast on the
radio have not followed suit (at least
on commercial radio-more on this in
a moment).

Narrowing interests
Events of the recent past have made

obvious the lack of in-depth news
content. Anything besides network -
provided headlines at the top of the
hour is rare. Local news is already

extinct in many markets, and unlike other media, no one
has praised commercial radio for shining in the face of
adversity lately. Following 9/11, the morning zoos barely
took a day off, and soon went back to work with just a
couple of new pincushions to poke. Perhaps this creates
a sense of stability and comfort that helps some Ameri-
cans get back to normal, but it's a far cry from the call of
public service that radio used to answer loudly.

In a longer view, commercial radio has essentially
dropped the entire genre of classical music, along with
the quintessential American art form of jazz. (For the few
who may be unclear, the Smooth Jazz format does not
replace jazz, but rather is the current incarnation of the
Easy Listening format, which is itself another victim of
recently narrowed offerings.) Even sports have become
an endangered species, difficult to find or receive ade-
quately in many cases. When they are heard, the quality
of presenters is often second -tier, and the audio quality
nearly telephonic.
The quest for maximized profit seems to have driven

radio almost universally toward the lowest common
denominator of content. While there's nothing wrong
with the motivation, the metric of audience size seems to

Migrating down the dial
Much of the content that has departed from the

commercial band has found its way to public radio. This
is ostensibly due to the different business model found
there, in which such premium content motivates listen-
ers to contribute voluntarily to defray stations' expenses.
Yet in recent years, public radio has been successful in
developing its own form of advertiser support. (Referred
to as underwriting, some consider these tantamount to
low-key commercials, but in fact FCC regulations tightly
control the content of these spots.)

Meanwhile, audience growth rates among public stations
have lately far exceeded those of commercial radio, and
although the aggregate numbers remain far smaller, public
radio continues to attract desirable demographics. The
graying of the boomers only adds strength to this enterprise.
For this reason, many businesses now include a public radio
buy as a prime component of their media portfolios.

A good analogy for this trend can he found in the travel
business. The higher class of fare in the front cabin appeals
to a small but affluent consumer sector, while the main-
stream public flies coach. Extending the metaphor, the FM
dial resembles an airline seat map, with most of the public
stations inhabiting the small, reserved non-commercial
hand at the front end of the dial, and commercial stations
filling up the hulk of the higher numbered rows behind.
Moving down the dial is like walking up the aisle-except
for the critically important distinctions that in an airplane
all the seats are owned by the same operator, and in radio
there is no shortage of seats in either cabin.

There are notable exceptions to these generalities, of
course: Commercial radio still has its share of bright stars
doing excellent work, and public radio still has plenty of
rough edges. But the trend described here is inexorable,
and given the exigencies of the current economy, it is

unlikely that any reversal will occur. Coexistence will
continue, but meanwhile, how many more listeners will
choose to upgrade?
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"You just have to speak
to tfi

Instant "Production to Air"
Ciange-Over

Custom Voice Processing,
Dynamics, and EQ

"This board is an 11!

8 Custom User Configurations
with 24 Presets

Protected, Intuitive Menu
Structure

Intercom Auto -Sense I/O and
Signal Loss Notification

Even though the faders
only go to 1 0... Lennysee Lenny Bloch, Program Manager, Sirius Satellite Radio

KLOTZ DIGITAL's Paradigm sets the new digital
audio standard for radio on -air consoles. Easily
integrated into your existing control room/facility,
this compact and durable 24 input console boasts
more fea-ures than any other in its price range!
Expandable to 48 inputs, the Paradigm digital
console provides operators with a standard and
intuitive control surface and offers the ultimate in
flexibility and digital audio quality. That's why the
most sop iisticated and technologically
advanced facilities throughout the world
choose KLOTZ DIGITAL.

laaa
DIGITAL

5875 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.
Bldg. 340

Norcross, GA 30092
Phone: 678-966-9900

Fax: 678-966-9903
www.klotzdigital.com
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DIGITAL AUDIO NETWORK ROUTER
 BI-DIRECTIONAL FIBEROPTIC OR CAT -5 INTERLOCATION CONNECTIVITY
 ALL DIGITAL DOMAIN AES SWITCHING
 ANALOG OR DIGITAL (AES SAMPLE RATE) INPUTS
 BOTH ANALOG AND AES DIGITAL OUTPUTS
 SERIAL CONTROL AND DISPLAY WITH WHEATSTONE CONSOLES

THE 2001 MAKES AUDIO NETWORKING PRACTICAL.
It's simple to install, easy to learn, and certain to reduce
system costs. Compact enough for small applications,
yet stackable for tremendous growth potential, it's de-
sign consists of 7"rackmount digital routing cages, each
capable of handling 512 simultaneous audio channels
on its backplane.

Units can be stacked to suit particular card comple-
ments (analog or digital input and output cards or optical
network cards) but more significantly cages can be
separated by great distances and network their audio
through either bidirectional fiberoptic links or a single
CAT -5 wire. ONE INTERCONNECT DOES IT ALL:
64 channels of simultaneous bidirectional digital audio,
intercage communication, X -Y controller commands plus
auxiliary RS -232 data streams. This single interconnect
between your studio and central rackroom can save
you tens if not hundreds of thousands of feet of wire in
a typical installation.

The 2001's graphic based setup software is intuitive MIXED SIGNAL SWITCHING is ealily accomplished with a choice of AES
digital or ANALOG 24 -bit A>D input cards, and of course 24 -bit digital orand easy to use, with all the authorization and security
24 -bit D>A ANALOG output cards, all of which can be serviced from the

levels you could want. And of course we have a full front of the cage. All signals are routed entirely in the digital domain.

complement of control panels and PC applications to
choose from-all designed for straightforward operation
and a rapid learning curve.

With 25 years of experience, Wheatstone has the
infrastructure in place to help you build your OWN
infrastructure. Contact us for answers.

V1/1-7 Corr-c,r-cDtior)
tel 252-638-7000/fox 252-635-4857/soles@wheatstone.corn

www.wheatstone.com
copyright 0 2001 by VIIIMMIOn Cospondion
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